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The April 1, 2015 date for receipt of the NEC First Draft Ballots has passed. 
 
The preliminary First Draft ballot results are shown on the attached report. 
 
 17 Members Eligible to Vote  
    0  Ballots Not Returned  
 
In accordance with the NFPA Regulations Governing the Development of NFPA Standards, 
attached are reasons for negative votes for review so you may change your ballot if you wish.  
Abstentions and affirmative comments are also included.  Ballots received from alternate members 
are not included unless the ballot from the principal member was not received.   
 
If you wish to change your vote, the change must be received at NFPA on or before Friday, 
April 10, 2015.  Members who have not returned a ballot may do so now.  Changes must be 
submitted through the NFPA Vote.net Ballot site. 
 
The return of ballots is required by the Regulations Governing the Development of NFPA 
Standards. 
 
 



Panel 5 First Draft Ballot Circulation

Eligible to Vote: 17

Not Returned : 0

Vote Selection Votes Comments

Affirmative 15

Affirmative with Comment 2

Timothy Edwards Summaries of discrepancies. FR1203 – 250.4(A)(1) Two issues: First, the panel statement is not correctly stated. This section is for grounded systems, the panel statement is for the ungrounded section. Second the 

version of the standard referenced is the 2017 Edition. Question arises as to the validity of using that date. It will be published prior to the publication of the NEC, but is not yet published. Also note identical 

informational note and reference accepted as FR 1204 by the committee did not show up in TerraView. The panel statement in TerraView for FR 1204 250.4(B)(1) which would be for ungrounded systems. FR1204 – 

250.4(B)(1) Does not show up in TerraView. It is an identical informational note, applicable to ungrounded systems. Same issue with the date of the standard NFPA 780 FR1209 – 250.24(C)(1) The word Cable is not 

underlined it needs to be underlined. Note also misspelled word (ables) in panel statement, it should be “cables” FR1210 – 250.24(C)(2) The words “or Cable” are not underlined they need to be underlined

Nick Sasso The panel cited the reason, "to comply with style manual, section 3.3.4." "THAT WILL" is not contained in 3.3.4 of the style manual, and can be allowed.

Negative 0

Abstain 0

Eligible to Vote: 17

Not Returned : 0

Vote Selection Votes Comments

Affirmative 16

Affirmative with Comment 1

Timothy Edwards 2017 and 2019 are below FR1218 – 250.30(A)(6) Task group indication that the word provided was not struck out and replaced with the word “if”. The word is used in Exception 1, but was also not changed in the word 

summary document. Not sure what the submitter was looking for here. FR1220 – 250.52(A)(8) The prohibition against using swimming pool structures and grids was inserted in electrodes permitted (part A), should 

have been entered as 250.52(B)(3) instead. The panel also requested this be sent on to CMP 17 for comment FR 1215 – 250.94 The FR the committee acted on was FR1232, The text and underlining in TerraView is 

correct, as well as the panel statement. There is no mention of the resolved PI in response message. The following PIs may need to be added at the Response Message portion: Public Input No 436 NFPA 70-2014 

[Section No 250.94] Public Input No 3837 NFPA 70-2014 [Section No 250.94] Pubic Input No 3708 NFPA 70-2014 [Section No 250.94] FR 7509 250.102 (in TerraView) should have been noted as FR 1233. It is correct for 

section 250.102. This does not include the work in FR 1234 that the panel accepted for Table 250.102(C)(1). NONE of the work on the Table shows up in TerraView. The panel re-ordered the notes to make it clear when 

they apply. FR 1216 250.104 At 250.104(A)(1) list item (4)additional wording is missing that should read: “if the grounding electrode conductor or bonding jumper to the grounding electrode is of sufficient size”.

Negative 0

Abstain 0

Eligible to Vote: 17

Not Returned : 0

Vote Selection Votes Comments

Affirmative 4

Affirmative with Comment 13

Timothy Edwards I could not find any record from Task Group three of any changes to 250.104(A)(2) but TerraView shows changes for bonding of metal water piping in building of multiple occupancy. What we had “The bonding jumper 

shall be sized in accordance with Table 250.122 based on the rating of the overcurrent device supplying the occupancy.” has been replaced with “The equipment bonding jumper shall be sized in accordance with Table 

250.122 250.102(D), based on the rating of the overcurrent protective device for the circuit supplying the occupancy.” At 250/104(A)(3) there is missing existing text that we struck out At 250.104(A)(3)(c) additional text 

has been added “if the grounding electrode conductor or bonding jumper to the grounding electrode is of sufficient size” At the paragraph following 250/104(A)(3)(c) we had Table 250.66 referenced, it now shows as 

Table 250.102(C)(1) – which is correct, not sure we voted on that however. Section 250.104(B) has been changed to reference sizing bonding conductors for other piping in accordance with Table 250.102(C)(1) instead 

and in addition to Table 250.122 which is kept in this section only for sizing equipment grounding conductors (which makes NO sense) 250.104(C) Structural Metal has changes in the main paragraph not shown in our 

summaries.

Daleep C. Mohla First, the panel statement is not correctly stated. This section is for grounded systems, the panel statement is for the ungrounded section. Second the version of the standard referenced is the 2017 Edition. Question 

arises as to the validity of using that date. It will be published prior to the publication of the NEC, but is not yet published. Also note identical informational note and reference accepted as FR 1204 by the committee did 

not show up in TerraView The panel statement in TerraView for 250.4(B)(1) which would be for ungrounded systems. FR1204 – 250.4(B)(1) Does not show up in TerraView. It is an identical informational note, applicable 

to ungrounded systems. Same issue with the date of the standard NFPA 780

Nathan Philips FR1203 – 250.4(A)(1) Two issues: First, the panel statement is not correctly stated. This section is for grounded systems, the panel statement is for the ungrounded section. Second the version of the standard 

referenced is the 2017 Edition. Question arises as to the validity of using that date. It will be published prior to the publication of the NEC, but is not yet published. Also note identical informational note and reference 

accepted as FR 1204 by the committee did not show up in TerraView. The panel statement in TerraView for FR 1203 should be used for FR 1204 250.4(B)(1) which would be for ungrounded systems.

G. Scott Harding 250.4(A)(1)The panel statement is not correctly stated. This section is for grounded systems, the panel statement is for the ungrounded section. Second the version of the standard referenced is the 2017 Edition. 

Question arises as to the validity of using that date. It will be published prior to the publication of the NEC, but is not yet published. Also note identical informational note and reference accepted as FR 1204 by the 

committee did not show up in TerraView. The panel statement in TerraView for FR 1204 250.4(B)(1) which would be for ungrounded systems.

Trevor N. Bowmer Item (1) - The panel statement for this FR is not correctly stated. This section is for grounded systems, whereas the panel statement is for the ungrounded section. Item (2)- The version of the standard referenced is the 

2017 Edition. A question arises as to the validity of using that date. It will be published prior to the publication of the NEC, but is not yet published. Item (3) - FR-1204 addressing 250.4(B)(1) is missing from Terraview 

and this ballot. The FR-1204 accepted by the CMP5 has the same informational note, applicable to ungrounded systems. In addition, the same issue with the date of the referenceed standard NFPA 780 is present.

NEC-P05 First Draft Ballot Circulation (A2016)

FR-1201, Section No. 200.6(D), See FR-1201

FR-1202, Section No. 250.3, See FR-1202

FR-1203, Section No. 250.4(A)(1), See FR-1203
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Panel 5 First Draft Ballot Circulation

Charles F. Mello The Informational Note No.1 was noted that the "No. 1" was not underlined indicating the change in text since Informational Note No. 2 was added as a result of the First Revision change. The panel statement should 

be corrected as follows: "The NEC is not a lightning protection Document. Adding the reference to NFPA 780 will provide additional information for grounded systems." It is also noted that FR 1204 is not on the ballot to 

have the same informational note added to 250.4(B)(1) with the same panel statement except for the reference to "grounded" systems would be for "ungrounded" systems.

Mike O'Meara Two issues: First, the panel statement is not correctly stated. This section is for grounded systems, the panel statement is for the ungrounded section. Second the version of the standard referenced is the 2017 Edition. 

Question arises as to the validity of using that date. It will be published prior to the publication of the NEC, but is not yet published. Also note identical informational note and reference accepted as FR 1204 by the 

committee did not show up in TerraView The panel statement in TerraView for 250.4(B)(1) which would be for ungrounded systems. FR1204 - 250.4(B)(1) Does not show up in TerraView. It is an identical informational 

note, applicable to ungrounded systems. Same issue with the date of the standard NFPA 780

Joseph Harding FR1203 – 250.4(A)(1) Two issues: First, the panel statement is not correctly stated. This section is for grounded systems, the panel statement is for the ungrounded section. Second the version of the standard 

referenced is the 2017 Edition. Question arises as to the validity of using that date. It will be published prior to the publication of the NEC, but is not yet published. Also note identical informational note and reference 

accepted as FR 1204 by the committee did not show up in TerraView The panel statement in TerraView for 250.4(B)(1) which would be for ungrounded systems.

Charles J. Palmieri 250.4(A)(1) Two issues: First, the panel statement is not correctly stated. This section is for grounded systems, the panel statement is for the ungrounded section. Second the version of the standard referenced is the 

2017 Edition. Question arises as to the validity of using that date. It will be published prior to the publication of the NEC, but is not yet published. Also note identical informational note and reference accepted as FR 

1204 by the committee did not show up in Terra View The panel statement in Terra View for 250.4(B)(1) which would be for ungrounded systems.

Phil Simmons FR-1204 is missing from the NFPA ballot. It adds an Informational Note to 250.4(B)(1). Please insert it as it was accepted by CMP-5 at its meeting.

Gary A. Beckstrand The Panel Statement is incorrect for FR 1203. It should read. "The NEC is not a lightning protection document. Adding the reference to NFPA 780 will provide additional information for grounded systems." The addition 

of the reference to NFPA 780-2017 is inappropriate as the document is not in current cycle. The reference should be verified by the CMP in the Comment cycle.

Martin J. Brett, Jr. 250.4(A)(1) Two issues: First, the panel statement is not correctly stated. This section is for grounded systems, the panel statement is for the ungrounded section. Second the version of the standard referenced is the 

2017 Edition. Question arises as to the validity of using that date. It will be published prior to the publication of the NEC, but is not yet published. Also note identical informational note and reference accepted as FR 

1204 by the committee did not show up in TerraView The panel statement in TerraView for 250.4(B)(1) which would be for ungrounded systems.

Christine T. Porter FR1203 – 250.4(A)(1) Two issues: First, the panel statement is not correctly stated. This section is for grounded systems, the panel statement is for the ungrounded section. Second the version of the standard 

referenced is the 2017 Edition. Question arises as to the validity of using that date. It will be published prior to the publication of the NEC, but is not yet published. Also note identical informational note and reference 

accepted as FR 1204 by the committee did not show up in TerraView The panel statement in TerraView for 250.4(B)(1) which would be for ungrounded systems. FR1204 – 250.4(B)(1) Does not show up in TerraView. It 

is an identical informational note, applicable to ungrounded systems. Same issue with the date of the standard NFPA 780

Negative 0

Abstain 0

Eligible to Vote: 17

Not Returned : 0

Vote Selection Votes Comments

Affirmative 15

Affirmative with Comment 1

Timothy Edwards FR 1236 – 250.122(B) There seems to be a sense that the words should be “shall be at least in the same proportion” and not shall be in the same proportion. This is directly from Chuck and is clear enough that I did not 

reformat CMP-5 Task Group 4 Review The following are noted from the review of the final approved template work at the First Revision meeting and the final Terra View document markup. 1) FR 1217 for section 

250.52(A)(4) – good 2) FR 1219 for section 250.30(A)(4), (5), (6) a) (4) - Missed the word “system” between ‘electrode’ and ‘shall’ b) (4) - In the exception, did not show strike out of “No. 2 to (1) and (2)” that is from 

2014 Code text. c) (4) - The text is correct as passed by the panel but the legislative text is not correct in what was deleted and what was added to be clear on the exact changes. d) (5) – The additional words “or as 

permitted in 250.68(C)(1) and (2)” are not showing in Terra View. e) (6) – The water pipe got added but not as the panel did and the whole aspect of the metal frame of the building got deleted where the panel’s action 

has both inclusive. Terra reads as “The metal frame of the building or structure A metal water pipe that complies with 250.68(C)(2) 250.68(C)(2)250.52(A)(2) or is connected to the grounding electrode system by a 

conductor that shall not be smaller than 3/0 AWG copper or 250 kcmil aluminum.”

Negative 1

Nick Sasso The panel is using permissive language, "one or more of the following alterations shall be permitted..." If there is objectionable current, then one of the following (1, 2, 3, or 4) NEEDS to happen in order to abate the 

objectionable current. In reality, the new language gives the inspector no authority to order the correction as it is merely permissive language, see 90.5(B). This should be rewritten with mandatory language, in order to 

facilitate the Enforcer's corrections.

Abstain 0

Eligible to Vote: 17

Not Returned : 0

Vote Selection Votes Comments

Affirmative 16

Affirmative with Comment 1

Total Voted : 17

FR-1207, Section No. 250.21(A), See FR-1207

FR-1205, Section No. 250.6(B), See FR-1205
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Panel 5 First Draft Ballot Circulation

Timothy Edwards This should read as follows with legislative text: “The A metal water pipe that complies with 250.52(A)(2) 260.68(C)(1) or the metal structural frame of a building or structure that complies with 250.52(A)(2)250.68(C)(2) 

or connected to the grounding electrode system by a conductor that shall not be smaller than 3/0 AWG copper or 250 kcmil aluminum.” f) (6)(c)(2) - The terms “thick” and “wide” were omitted from the millimeter 

dimensions. The term “thick” was omitted after “1/4 in.” in the parenthesis’s part. The word “also” was omitted between “shall” and “comply” 3) FR 1220 for section 250.52(B)(3) – This was proposed for 250.52(A)(8) 

and the panel action moved with revised text to 250.52(B). What is in Terra is: 250.52(A)(8) Other Local Metal Underground Systems or Structures. Other local metal underground systems or structures such s piping 

systems, underground tanks, and underground metal well casings that are not bonded to a metal water pipe. The structures and structural reinforcing steel described at 680.26(B)(1) and (B)(2) shall not be considered as 

a grounding electrode described by this section. The correct text should be in section 250.52(B) as new list item (3) as follows: (3) The structures and structural reinforcing steel described in 680.26(B)(1 and (B)(2). 4) FR 

1221 for section 250.53(F) is good 5) FR 1222 for section 250.64(A) a) The text “or where subject to corrosive conditions” is struck out and the panel rejected that proposed change and it should not be struck out. 6) Fr 

1223 for section 250.64(B) (1) a) The beginning should show the “A 4” as stuck out and that is missing. b) The text “shall be protected if exposed to physical damage.” Should have been struck out and was not, sentence 

now does not make sense are revised. c) Remainder of text works but legislative text as revised by the panel is different i. (2)

Negative 0

Abstain 0

Eligible to Vote: 17

Not Returned : 0

Vote Selection Votes Comments

Affirmative 15

Affirmative with Comment 2

Timothy Edwards d) Missed the underlines for the parentheses marks for “(RMC)” e) The added requirement for PVC to be the “XW” type was missed - should read as “…rigid polyvinyl chloride conduit (PVC), XW-type”… f) Missed the 

added requirement for RTRC to be XW type. Should read reinforced thermosetting resin conduit (RTRC-XW)…” g) Missed the underline for the parentheses marks for “(EMT)” i. (3) h) The RMC had the parentheses 

marks deleted but not struck in Terra i) The RTRC conduit was to be the XW type and should show as “…RTRC-XW…” j) The parentheses marks for the EMT were to be deleted but were missed. i. (4) k) There is an extra 

“the” added in to the text between “with” and “earth”. 7. FR 1224 fir section 250.64(D) – good 8. FR 1225 for section 250.64(E)(1) – good 9. FR 1226 for section 250.64(F) – good 10. FR 1227 for section 250.66 – (A) a. 

“Where” was to be changed to “If” b. After the word “conductor” the words “or bonding jumper” should have been added as new text. (B) c. “Where” was to be changed to “If” d. After the word “conductor” the words 

“or bonding jumper” should have been added as new text. e. The comma after 250.52(A)((3) should be shown as deleted (C) f. “Where” was to be changed to “If” g. After the word “conductor” the words “or bonding 

jumper” should have been added as new text. h. The comma after 250.52(A)((3) should be shown as deleted 11. FR 1228 for section 250.68)C) a) The words “shall be” were incorrectly inserted between “piping” and 

“located”. This is to be statement for where a connection is made, as written the water pipe is now located within five feet of the entry to the building. 12. FR 1229 for section 250.118(5) – good 13. FR 1230 for section 

250.119 – good 14. FR 1240

Charles F. Mello The text shown is incorrect in the order of words. The text should read: (6) Class 2 load side circuits for suspended ceiling low-voltage power grid distribution systems as provided in 393.60(B)" This is the correct text as 

stated in 393.60(B) which the panel used for consistency.

Negative 0

Abstain 0

Vote Selection Votes Comments

Affirmative 13

Affirmative with Comment 1

Timothy Edwards See attached errata

Negative 3

Paul Dobrowsky The voltage level should not be increased to 2000 to be consistent with other code making panels actions to have the threshold be 1000. There is no gap in voltage levels in Article 250, it is up to 1000 volts and over 

1000 volts.

Nick Sasso 250.187 already allows impedance grounding with essentially the same requirements for over 1000 volts. There is no real change in requirements, therefore this section need not be revised. "Over 1000 Volts" already 

handles this. There is an undercurrent on this panel to replace 1000 volts with "2000 volts." In my opinion, this is arbitrary and being attempted to serve some other purpose. Article 490 has a definition of high voltage 

(more than 1000 volts) so it is sensible and practical for Article 250 to remain consistent with the NEC definition in Article 490. The NEC document needs to be consistent throughout. It is also important to remember 

that other regulations, such as OSHA, use 1000 volts when the term "high voltage" is referenced. Furthermore, OSHA cooperative programs state that for "OVER 1000 VOLTS" electrical burn wounds possess special 

clinical characteristics. In addition, for "OVER 1000 VOLTS" there is a risk of wounds which can lead to amputation. Their distinction is 1000, not 2000 volts.

Mike O'Meara The voltage level should remain at 1000 volts. Making this change may allow additional items to comply with low voltage requirements without substantiation and may create safety issues. Although the change in 

voltage does not directly impact the grounding requirements in Article 250, it creates inconsistency with other Articles throughout the code, as other CMP’s did not accept these Public Inputs

Abstain 0

Eligible to Vote: 17

Not Returned : 0

Vote Selection Votes Comments

Affirmative 6

Affirmative with Comment 11

Timothy Edwards See attached errata

Daleep C. Mohla The word Cable is not underlined it needs to be underlined. Note also misspelled word (ables) in panel statement, it should be “cables”

Joseph Harding FR1209 – 250.24(C)(1) The word Cable is not underlined it needs to be underlined. Note also misspelled word (ables) in panel statement, it should be “cables”

Nathan Philips FR1209 – 250.24(C)(1) The word Cable is not underlined it needs to be underlined. Note also misspelled word (ables) in panel statement, it should be “cables”

G. Scott Harding 250.24(C)(1) The word Cable is not underlined it needs to be underlined. Note also misspelled word (ables) in panel statement, it should be “cables”

Trevor N. Bowmer The word "Cable" is not underlined in Terraview and it needs to be underlined to show it as newly added. Note also there is also a misspelled word (ables) in panel statement, it should be “cables”

Mike O'Meara The word Cable is not underlined it needs to be underlined. Note also misspelled word (ables) in panel statement, it should be “cables”

Charles J. Palmieri The legislative underline of the new term “Cables” is not indicated in the title 250.24(C)(1) The word Cable is not underlined it needs to be underlined. Note also misspelled word (ables) in panel statement, it should be 

“cables”

FR-1232, Section No. 250.24(C) [Excluding any Sub-Sections], See FR-1232

FR-1209, Section No. 250.24(C)(1), See FR-1209

FR-1208, Section No. 250.22, See FR-1208
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Panel 5 First Draft Ballot Circulation

Gary A. Beckstrand The Panel Statement should be shown as, "The grounded conductor size needs to be consistent for raceways and cables."

Martin J. Brett, Jr. 250.24(C)(1) The words "or Cable" are not underlined, they need to be underlined. Note also misspelled word "ables" in panel statement, it should be “cables”

Christine T. Porter FR1209 – 250.24(C)(1) The word Cable is not underlined it needs to be underlined. Note also misspelled word (ables) in panel statement, it should be “cables”

Negative 0

Abstain 0

Eligible to Vote: 17

Not Returned : 0

Vote Selection Votes Comments

Affirmative 7

Affirmative with Comment 10

Timothy Edwards See attached errata

Daleep C. Mohla The words “or Cable” are not underlined they need to be underlined

Joseph Harding FR1210 – 250.24(C)(2) The words “or Cable” are not underlined they need to be underlined

Nathan Philips The words “or Cable” are need to be underlined

G. Scott Harding 250.24(C)(2) The words “or Cable” are not underlined they need to be underlined

Trevor N. Bowmer The word "or Cable is not underlined in Terraview and it needs to be underlined to show it as newly added.

Mike O'Meara The words “or Cable” are not underlined they need to be underlined

Charles J. Palmieri The legislative underline of the new term “Cables” is not indicated in the title 250.24(C)(2) The words “or Cable” are not underlined they need to be underlined

Martin J. Brett, Jr. 250.24(C)(2) The words “or Cable” are not underlined in the title, they need to be underlined

Christine T. Porter FR1210 – 250.24(C)(2) The words “or Cable” are not underlined they need to be underlined

Negative 0

Abstain 0

Eligible to Vote: 17

Not Returned : 0

Vote Selection Votes Comments

Affirmative 16

Affirmative with Comment 1

Timothy Edwards See attached errata

Negative 0

Abstain 0

Eligible to Vote: 17

Not Returned : 0

Vote Selection Votes Comments

Affirmative 7

Affirmative with Comment 10

Timothy Edwards See attached errata

Daleep C. Mohla a) (4) - Missed the word “system” between ‘electrode’ and ‘shall’ b) (4) - In the exception, did not show strike out of “No. 2 to (1) and (2)” that is from 2014 Code text. c) (4) - The text is correct as passed by the panel 

but the legislative text is not correct in what was deleted and what was added to be clear on the exact changes. d) (5) – The additional words “or as permitted in 250.68(C)(1) and (2)” are not showing in Terra View. e) 

(6) – The water pipe got added but not as the panel did and the whole aspect of the metal frame of the building got deleted where the panel’s action has both inclusive. Terra reads as “The metal frame of the building 

or structure A metal water pipe that complies with 250.68(C)(2) 250.68(C)(2)250.52(A)(2) or is connected to the grounding electrode system by a conductor that shall not be smaller than 3/0 AWG copper or 250 kcmil 

aluminum.” This should read as follows with legislative text: The A metal water pipe that complies with 250.52(A)(2) 260.68(C)(1) or the metal structural frame of a building or structure that complies with 

250.52(A)(2)250.68(C)(2) or connected to the grounding electrode system by a conductor that shall not be smaller than 3/0 AWG copper or 250 kcmil aluminum.” f) (6)(c)(2) - The terms “thick” and “wide” were omitted 

from the millimeter dimensions. The term “thick” was omitted after “1/4 in.” in the parenthesis’s part. The word “also” was omitted between “shall” and “comply

Nathan Philips 250.30(A)(4), (5), (6): a) (4) - Missed the word “system” between ‘electrode’ and ‘shall’ b) (4) - In the exception, did not show strike out of “No. 2 to (1) and (2)” that is from 2014 Code text. c) (4) - The text is correct as 

passed by the panel but the legislative text is not correct in what was deleted and what was added to be clear on the exact changes. d) (5) – The additional words “or as permitted in 250.68(C)(1) and (2)” are not 

showing in Terra View. e) (6) – The water pipe got added but not as the panel did and the whole aspect of the metal frame of the building got deleted where the panel’s action has both inclusive. Terra reads as “The 

metal frame of the building or structure A metal water pipe that complies with 250.68(C)(2) 250.68(C)(2)250.52(A)(2) or is connected to the grounding electrode system by a conductor that shall not be smaller than 3/0 

AWG copper or 250 kcmil aluminum.” This should read as follows with legislative text: “The A metal water pipe that complies with 250.52(A)(2) 260.68(C)(1) or the metal structural frame of a building or structure that 

complies with 250.52(A)(2)250.68(C)(2) or connected to the grounding electrode system by a conductor that shall not be smaller than 3/0 AWG copper or 250 kcmil aluminum.” f) (6)(c)(2) - The terms “thick” and “wide” 

were omitted from the millimeter dimensions. The term “thick” was omitted after “1/4 in.” in the parenthesis’s part. The word “also” was omitted between “shall” and “comply”

G. Scott Harding (4) - Missed the word “system” between ‘electrode’ and ‘shall’ (4) - In the exception, did not show strike out of “No. 2 to (1) and (2)” that is from 2014 Code text. (4) - The text is correct as passed by the panel but the 

legislative text is not correct in what was deleted and what was added to be clear on the exact changes. (5) – The additional words “or as permitted in 250.68(C)(1) and (2)” are not showing in Terra View. (6) – The water 

pipe got added but not as the panel did and the whole aspect of the metal frame of the building got deleted where the panel’s action has both inclusive. Terra reads as “A metal water pipe that complies with 

250.68(C)(2) or is connected to the grounding electrode system by a conductor that shall not be smaller than 3/0 AWG copper or 250 kcmil aluminum.” This should read as follows: “The metal water pipe that complies 

with 260.68(C)(1) or the metal structural frame of a building or structure that complies with 250.68(C)(2) or connected to the grounding electrode system by a conductor not smaller than 3/0 AWG copper or 250 kcmil 

aluminum.” (6)(c)(2) - The terms “thick” and “wide” were omitted from the millimeter dimensions. The term “thick” was omitted after “1/4 in.” in the parenthesis’s part. The word “also” was omitted between “shall” 

and “comply”

FR-1219, Section No. 250.30(A)(4), See FR-1219

FR-1210, Section No. 250.24(C)(2), See FR-1210

FR-1213, Section No. 250.30(A)(1), See FR-1213
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Trevor N. Bowmer FR-1219 is missing several items accepted during the CMP 5 meeting. In the revised Terraview 250.30(A)(4), the text is correct as passed by the panel but the legislative text is not correct in what was deleted and what 

was added to be clear on the exact changes. Item #(1) The word “system” needs to added between "electrode" and "shall" Item # (2) In the exception, Terraview did not show the strike out of “No. 2 to (1) and (2)” that 

is from 2014 Code text.

Charles F. Mello The revised text should read as: (4) Grounding Electrode. The building or structure grounding electrode system shall be used as the grounding electrode for the separately derived system. If located outdoors, the 

grounding electrode shall be in accordance with 250.30(C). Exception: If a separately derived system originates in equipment that is listed and labeled as suitable for use as service equipment, the grounding electrode 

used for the service or feeder equipment shall be permitted to be used as the grounding electrode for the separately derived system. Informational Note No. 1: See 250.104(D) for bonding requirements for interior 

metal water piping in the area served by separately derived systems. Informational Note No. 2: See 250.50 and 250.58 for requirements for bonding all electrodes together if located at the same building or structure.

Mike O'Meara for section 250.30(A)(4), (5), (6) a) (4) - Missed the word “system” between ‘electrode’ and ‘shall’ b) (4) - In the exception, did not show strike out of “No. 2 to (1) and (2)” that is from 2014 Code text. c) (4) - The text is 

correct as passed by the panel but the legislative text is not correct in what was deleted and what was added to be clear on the exact changes. d) (5) – The additional words “or as permitted in 250.68(C)(1) and (2)” are 

not showing in Terra View. e) (6) – The water pipe got added but not as the panel did and the whole aspect of the metal frame of the building got deleted where the panel’s action has both inclusive. Terra reads as “The 

metal frame of the building or structure A metal water pipe that complies with 250.68(C)(2) 250.68(C)(2)250.52(A)(2) or is connected to the grounding electrode system by a conductor that shall not be smaller than 3/0 

AWG copper or 250 kcmil aluminum.” This should read as follows with legislative text: “The A metal water pipe that complies with 250.52(A)(2) 260.68(C)(1) or the metal structural frame of a building or structure that 

complies with 250.52(A)(2)250.68(C)(2) or connected to the grounding electrode system by a conductor that shall not be smaller than 3/0 AWG copper or 250 kcmil aluminum.” f) (6)(c)(2) - The terms “thick” and “wide” 

were omitted from the millimeter dimensions. The term “thick” was omitted after “1/4 in.” in the parenthesis’s part. The word “also” was omitted between “shall” and “comply”

Joseph Harding FR 1219 for section 250.30(A)(4), (5), (6) a) (4) - Missed the word “system” between ‘electrode’ and ‘shall’ b) (4) - In the exception, did not show strike out of “No. 2 to (1) and (2)” that is from 2014 Code text. c) (4) - The 

text is correct as passed by the panel but the legislative text is not correct in what was deleted and what was added to be clear on the exact changes. d) (5) – The additional words “or as permitted in 250.68(C)(1) and 

(2)” are not showing in Terra View. e) (6) – The water pipe got added but not as the panel did and the whole aspect of the metal frame of the building got deleted where the panel’s action has both inclusive. Terra reads 

as “The metal frame of the building or structure A metal water pipe that complies with 250.68(C)(2) 250.68(C)(2)250.52(A)(2) or is connected to the grounding electrode system by a conductor that shall not be smaller 

than 3/0 AWG copper or 250 kcmil aluminum.” This should read as follows with legislative text: “The A metal water pipe that complies with 250.52(A)(2) 260.68(C)(1) or the metal structural frame of a building or 

structure that complies with 250.52(A)(2)250.68(C)(2) or connected to the grounding electrode system by a conductor that shall not be smaller than 3/0 AWG copper or 250 kcmil aluminum.” f) (6)(c)(2) - The terms 

“thick” and “wide” were omitted from the millimeter dimensions. The term “thick” was omitted after “1/4 in.” in the parenthesis’s part. The word “also” was omitted between “shall” and “comply”

Charles J. Palmieri 1) FR 1219 for section 250.30(A)(4), (5), (6) a) (4) - Missed the word “system” between ‘electrode’ and ‘shall’ b) (4) - In the exception, did not show strike out of “No. 2 to (1) and (2)” that is from 2014 Code text. c) (4) - 

The text is correct as passed by the panel but the legislative text is not correct in what was deleted and what was added to be clear on the exact changes. d) (5) – The additional words “or as permitted in 250.68(C)(1) 

and (2)” are not showing in Terra View. e) (6) – The water pipe got added but not as the panel did and the whole aspect of the metal frame of the building got deleted where the panel’s action has both inclusive. Terra 

reads as “The metal frame of the building or structure A metal water pipe that complies with 250.68(C)(2) 250.68(C)(2)250.52(A)(2) or is connected to the grounding electrode system by a conductor that shall not be 

smaller than 3/0 AWG copper or 250 kcmil aluminum.” This should read as follows with legislative text: “The A metal water pipe that complies with 250.52(A)(2) 260.68(C)(1) or the metal structural frame of a building 

or structure that complies with 250.52(A)(2)250.68(C)(2) or connected to the grounding electrode system by a conductor that shall not be smaller than 3/0 AWG copper or 250 kcmil aluminum.” f) (6)(c)(2) - The terms 

“thick” and “wide” were omitted from the millimeter dimensions. The term “thick” was omitted after “1/4 in.” in the parenthesis’s part. The word “also” was omitted between “shall” and “comply”

Martin J. Brett, Jr. FR 1219 for section 250.30(A)(4), (5), (6) ****************************** 25030(A)(4) Missed the word “system” between ‘electrode’ and ‘shall’ In the exception, did not show strike out of “No. 2 to (1) and (2)” that 

is from 2014 Code text. The text is correct as passed by the panel but the legislative text is not correct in what was deleted and what was added to be clear on the exact changes. 

******************************************* 250.30(A(5) The additional words “or as permitted in 250.68(C)(1) and (2)” are not showing in Terra View. 250.30(A)(6) The water pipe got added but not as the 

panel did and the whole aspect of the metal frame of the building got deleted where the panel’s action has both inclusive. Terra reads as “The metal frame of the building or structure A metal water pipe that complies 

with 250.68(C)(2) 250.68(C)(2)250.52(A)(2) or is connected to the grounding electrode system by a conductor that shall not be smaller than 3/0 AWG copper or 250 kcmil aluminum.” This should read as follows with 

legislative text: “The A metal water pipe that complies with 250.52(A)(2) 260.68(C)(1) or the metal structural frame of a building or structure that complies with 250.52(A)(2)250.68(C)(2) or connected to the grounding 

electrode system by a conductor that shall not be smaller than 3/0 AWG copper or 250 kcmil aluminum.” ****************************************** 250.30(A)(6) c)(2) - The terms “thick” and “wide” were 

omitted from the millimeter dimensions. The term “thick” was omitted after “1/4 in.” in the parenthesis’s part. The word “also” was omitted between “shall” and “comply”

Negative 0

Abstain 0

Eligible to Vote: 17

Not Returned : 0

Vote Selection Votes Comments

Affirmative 10

Affirmative with Comment 7

Timothy Edwards See attached errata

Trevor N. Bowmer This FR-1214 is different from that discussed and accepted at the CMP-5 meeting. The agreed text during the CMP-5 meeting for the first paragraph was as follows (Note that the part in quotes is missing in the FR) - A 

grounding electrode conductor for a single separately derived system shall be sized in accordance with 250.66 for the derived ungrounded conductors. It shall be used to connect the grounded conductor of the derived 

system to the grounding electrode as specified in accordance with 250.30(A)(4), "or as permitted in 250.68(C)(1) and (2)". This connection shall be made at the same point on the separately derived system where the 

system bonding jumper is connected.

Joseph Harding This FR was changed compared to what we discussed at the CMP-5 meeting. The agreed text during the CMP-5 meeting for the first paragraph was as follows (the part in quotes is missing in the FR): A grounding 

electrode conductor for a single separately derived system shall be sized in accordance with 250.66 for the derived ungrounded conductors. It shall be used to connect the grounded conductor of the derived system to 

the grounding electrode as specified in accordance with 250.30(A)(4), "or as permitted in 250.68(C)(1) and (2)". This connection shall be made at the same point on the separately derived system where the system 

bonding jumper is connected.

FR-1214, Section No. 250.30(A)(5), See FR-1214
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Panel 5 First Draft Ballot Circulation

Charles F. Mello The revised text should read as: (5) Grounding Electrode Conductor, Single Separately Derived System. A grounding electrode conductor for a single separately derived system shall be sized in accordance with 250.66 for 

the derived ungrounded conductors. It shall be used to connect the grounded conductor of the derived system to the grounding electrode in accordance with 250.30(A)(4), or as permitted in 250.68(C)(1) and (2). This 

connection shall be made at the same point on the separately derived system where the system bonding jumper is connected. Exception No. 1: If the system bonding jumper specified in 250.30(A)(1) is a wire or busbar, 

it shall be permitted to connect the grounding electrode conductor to the equipment grounding terminal, bar, or bus, if the equipment grounding terminal, bar, or bus is of suff?cient size for the separately derived 

system. Exception No. 2: If the source of a separately derived system is located within equipment listed and identified as suitable for use as service equipment, the grounding electrode conductor from the service or 

feeder equipment to the grounding electrode shall be permitted as the grounding electrode conductor for the separately derived system, if the grounding electrode conductor is of suff?cient size for the separately 

derived system. If the equipment grounding bus internal to the equipment is not smaller than the required grounding electrode conductor for the separately derived system, the grounding electrode connection for the 

separately derived system shall be permitted to be made to the bus. Exception No. 3: A grounding electrode conductor shall not be required for a system that supplies a Class 1, Class 2, or Class 3 circuit and is derived 

from a transformer rated not more than 1000 volt-amperes, provided the grounded conductor is bonded to the transformer frame or enclosure by a jumper sized in accordance with 250.30(A)(1), Exception No. 3, and 

the transformer frame or enclosure is grounded by one of the means specified in 250.134.

Phil Simmons CDA votes to accept this PI provided that the text provided by NFPA in the ballot is corrected to that which was accepted by CMP-5 at the Panel meeting. The sentence in the opening paragraph should read as follows: 

“A grounding electrode conductor for a single separately derived system shall be sized in accordance with 250.66 for the derived ungrounded conductors. It shall be used to connect the grounded conductor of the 

derived system to the grounding electrode in accordance with 250.30(A)(4), or as permitted in 250.68(C)(1) and (2). This connection shall be made at the same point on the separately derived system where the system 

bonding jumper is connected.”

Nick Sasso The panel has approved multiple changes in Article 250 citing the reason, "to comply with style manual." "AS SPECIFIED" is not in 3.3.4 of the style manual, and can be allowed. "PROVIDED" is not in 3.3.4 of the style 

manual, and can be allowed. In addition, the terms contained in Table 3.2.1 are to be reviewed IN CONTEXT, and, if the resulting requirement is unenforceable or vague, the term cannot be used. The 2014 language was 

not unenforceable or vague.

Gary A. Beckstrand Excluding the revisions in the two exceptions, the NEC text should appear as follows, “A grounding electrode conductor for a single separately derived system shall be sized in accordance with 250.66 for the derived 

ungrounded conductors. It shall be used to connect the grounded conductor of the derived system to the grounding electrode as specified in accordance with 250.30(A)(4), or as permitted in 250.68(C)(1) and (2). This 

connection shall be made at the same point on the separately derived system where the system bonding jumper is connected.” The text “or as permitted in 250.68(C)(1) and (2).” is missing in the FR on the Ballot. The 

Panel Statement should also include, “The revisions to this section recognize the water pipe and the structural metal frame as covered in 250.68(C) that are being used are not grounding electrodes but rather are 

conductors extending the grounding electrode connection."

Negative 0

Abstain 0

Eligible to Vote: 17

Not Returned : 0

Vote Selection Votes Comments

Affirmative 4

Affirmative with Comment 13

Timothy Edwards See attached errata

Daleep C. Mohla Task group indication that the word provided was not struck out and replaced with the word “if”. The word is used in Exception 1, but was also not changed in the word summary document

Nathan Philips 250.30(A)(6) Task group indicated that the word provided was not struck out and replaced with the word “if”. The word is used in Exception 1, but was also not changed in the word summary document.

Charles F. Mello The revisons to 250.30(A)(6)(a), (b), and (c) should read as follows: (a) Common Grounding Electrode Conductor. The common grounding electrode conductor shall be permitted to be one of the following: (1) A 

conductor of the wire type not smaller than 3/0 AWG copper or 250 kcmil aluminum (2) A metal water pipe that complies with 250.68(C)(1) or the metal structural frame of the building or structure that complies with 

250.68(C)(2) or connected to the grounding electrode system by a conductor not smaller than 3/0 AWG copper or 250 kcmil aluminum. (b) Tap Conductor Size. Each tap conductor shall be sized in accordance with 

250.66 based on the derived ungrounded conductors of the separately derived system it serves. Exception: If the source of a separately derived system is located within equipment listed and labeled and identified as 

suitable for use as service equipment, the grounding electrode conductor from the service or feeder equipment to the grounding electrode shall be permitted as the grounding electrode conductor for the separately 

derived system, if the grounding electrode conductor is of suff?cient size for the separately derived system. If the equipment grounding bus internal to the equipment is not smaller than the required grounding 

electrode conductor for the separately derived system, the grounding electrode connection for the separately derived system shall be permitted to be made to the bus. (c) Connections. All tap connections to the 

common grounding electrode conductor shall be made at an accessible location by one of the following methods: (1) A connector listed as grounding and bonding equipment. (2) Listed connections to aluminum or 

copper busbars not smaller than 6 mm thick × 50 mm wide (1?4 in. thick × 2 in. wide) and of sufficient length to accommodate the number of terminations necessary for the installation. If aluminum busbars are used, 

the installation shall also comply with 250.64(A). (3) The exothermic welding process. Tap conductors shall be connected to the common grounding electrode conductor in such a manner that the common grounding 

electrode conductor remains without a splice or joint.

G. Scott Harding 250.30(A)(6) Task group indicated that the word provided was not struck out and replaced with the word “if”. The word is used in Exception 1, but was also not changed in the word summary document.

Trevor N. Bowmer FR-1218 is missing several items accepted during the CMP 5 meeting Item #1 - In the revised Terraview for item (2) under 250.30(A)(6)(a), the water pipe got added but not as the panel intended and the aspect of the 

metal frame of the building got deleted where the panel’s action was to include both. Terraview shows item (2) as follows “A metal water pipe that complies with 250.68(C)2) or is connected to the grounding electrode 

system by a conductor that shall not be smaller than 3/0 AWG copper or 250 kcmil aluminum.” whereas it should read as shown below: “A metal water pipe that complies with 260.68(C)(1, or the metal structural frame 

of a building or structure that complies with 250.68(C)(2, or connected to the grounding electrode system by a conductor that shall not be smaller than 3/0 AWG copper or 250 kcmil aluminum.” Item #2 - In the revised 

Terraview for 250.30(A)(6)(c)(2), the terms “thick” and “wide” were omitted from the millimeter dimensions. The term “thick” was omitted after “1/4 in.” in the parenthesis’s part. The word “also” was omitted between 

“shall” and “comply” Item #3 - The phrase "provided that" in 250.30(6)(b)needs to be retained and not replaced with the word “if” as shown in Terraview.

Mike O'Meara Task group indication that the word provided was not struck out and replaced with the word “if”. The word is used in Exception 1, but was also not changed in the word summary document. Not sure what the 

submitter was looking for here.

Joseph Harding FR1218 – 250.30(A)(6) Task group indication that the word provided was not struck out and replaced with the word “if”. The word is used in Exception 1, but was also not changed in the word summary document. Not 

sure what the submitter was looking for here.

FR-1218, Section No. 250.30(A)(6), See FR-1218
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Charles J. Palmieri 250.30(A)(6) Task group indication that the word provided was not struck out and replaced with the word “if”. The word is used in Exception 1, but was also not changed in the word summary document. Not sure what 

the submitter was looking for here.

Phil Simmons CDA votes to accept this PI provided that the text provided by NFPA in the ballot is corrected to that which was accepted by CMP-5 at the Panel meeting. The text that requires correction should read as follows: 

“Exception No. 1: If the system bonding jumper specified in 250.30(A)(1) is a wire or busbar, it shall be permitted to connect the grounding electrode conductor tap to the equipment grounding terminal, bar, or bus, if 

the equipment grounding terminal, bar, or bus is of suff?cient size for the separately derived system.” “Exception No. 2: A grounding electrode conductor shall not be required for a system that supplies a Class 1, Class 

2, or Class 3 circuit and is derived from a transformer rated not more than 1000 volt-amperes, if the system grounded conductor is bonded to the transformer frame or enclosure by a jumper sized in accordance with 

250.30(A)(1), Exception No. 3, and the transformer frame or enclosure is grounded by one of the means specified in 250.134.” (c)(2) Listed connections to aluminum or copper busbars not smaller than 6 mm thick × 50 

mm wide (¼ in. thick × 2 in. wide) and of sufficient length to accommodate the number of terminations necessary for the installation. If aluminum busbars are used, the installation shall also comply with 250.64(A). (d) 

Tap Conductor Size. Each tap conductor shall be sized in accordance with 250.66 based on the derived ungrounded conductors of the separately derived system it serves. Exception: If the source of a separately derived 

system is located within equipment listed and identified as suitable for use as service equipment, the grounding electrode conductor from the service or feeder equipment to the grounding electrode shall be permitted 

as the grounding electrode conductor for the separately derived system, if the grounding electrode conductor is of sufficient size for the separately derived system. If the equipment grounding bus internal to the 

equipment is not smaller than the required grounding electrode conductor for the separately derived system, the grounding electrode connection for the separately derived system shall be permitted to be made to the 

bus.

Gary A. Beckstrand 250.30(A)(6) the word "provided" was not struck out and replaced with the word "if". the word is used in Exception 1.

Martin J. Brett, Jr. 250.30(A)(6) was incorrectly identified by the submitter, it should have been 250.30(A)(6) (b)Exception. It appears that the submitter wished to only replace "provided that" with "if" as indicated in his substantiation. 

******** Not sure we can correct here but the comma after the last sentence of Exception No. 2 should be a period and line inserted. It was incorrect in the 2014 Code.

Christine T. Porter FR1218 – 250.30(A)(6) Task group indication that the word provided was not struck out and replaced with the word “if”. The word is used in Exception 1, but was also not changed in the word summary document.

Negative 0

Abstain 0

Eligible to Vote: 17

Not Returned : 0

Vote Selection Votes Comments

Affirmative 13

Affirmative with Comment 1

Timothy Edwards See attached errata

Negative 3

Paul Dobrowsky The voltage level should not be increased to 2000 to be consistent with other code making panels actions to have the threshold be 1000. There is no gap in voltage levels in Article 250, it is up to 1000 volts and over 

1000 volts.

Nick Sasso 250.187 already allows impedance grounding with essentially the same requirements for over 1000 volts, therefore there is no real change in the requirements and this change is not necessary. There is an undercurrent 

on this panel to replace 1000 volts with "2000 volts." In my opinion, this is arbitrary and being attempted to serve some other purpose. Article 490 has a definition of high voltage (more than 1000 volts) therefore it is 

sensible and practical for Article 250 to remain consistent with the NEC definition in Article 490. The NEC document needs to be consistent throughout. It is also important to remember that other regulations, such as 

OSHA, use 1000 volts when the term "high voltage" is referenced. Furthermore, OSHA cooperative programs state that for "OVER 1000 VOLTS" electrical burn wounds possess special clinical characteristics. In addition, 

for "OVER 1000 VOLTS" there is a risk of wounds which can lead to amputation. Their distinction is 1000, not 2000 volts.

Mike O'Meara The voltage level should remain at 1000 volts. Making this change may allow additional items to comply with low voltage requirements without substantiation and may create safety issues. Although the change in 

voltage does not directly impact the grounding requirements in Article 250, it creates inconsistency with other Articles throughout the code, as other CMP’s did not accept these Public Inputs

Abstain 0

Eligible to Vote: 17

Not Returned : 0

Vote Selection Votes Comments

Affirmative 15

Affirmative with Comment 1

Timothy Edwards See attached errata

Negative 1

Nick Sasso This change came about when the panel noticed that the term 250.36(B)"Grounded System Conductor" and 250.36(D)"Neutral Point to Grounding Impedance Conductor Routing" referred to the same conductor. A 

committee was formed and I was part of it. The original intent (as I understood it) was to decide on one term to be used. In real life, journeyman electricians and installers thumb through the code. The newer, blander 

titles do not draw special attention to the GROUNDED SYSTEM CONDUCTOR - to show that there is something different about it. This is important since the grounded system conductor MUST be insulated or problems, 

even death may result. Remember - the grounded conductor by definition can be bare. There is something special about this grounded system conductor and the 2014 language makes that stand out. I feel that the 

revised language makes the code "less safe" for the installer.

Abstain 0

Eligible to Vote: 17

Not Returned : 0

Vote Selection Votes Comments

Affirmative 16

Affirmative with Comment 1

Timothy Edwards See attached errata

FR-1234, Sections 250.36(A), 250.36(B), 250.36(C), 250.36(D), See FR-1234

FR-1217, Section No. 250.52(A)(2), See FR-1217

FR-1233, Section No. 250.36 [Excluding any Sub-Sections], See FR-1233
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Negative 0

Abstain 0

Eligible to Vote: 17

Not Returned : 0

Vote Selection Votes Comments

Affirmative 16

Affirmative with Comment 1

Timothy Edwards See attached errata

Negative 0

Abstain 0

Eligible to Vote: 17

Not Returned : 0

Vote Selection Votes Comments

Affirmative 3

Affirmative with Comment 13

Timothy Edwards See attached errata

Daleep C. Mohla The prohibition against using swimming pool structures and grids was inserted in electrodes permitted (part A), should have been entered as 250.52(B)(3) instead. The panel also requested this be sent on to CMP 17 for 

comment This was proposed for 250.52(A)(8) and the panel action moved with revised text to 250.52(B).

Nathan Philips 250.52(A)(8) The prohibition against using swimming pool structures and grids was inserted in electrodes permitted (part A), should have been entered as 250.52(B)(3) instead. The panel also requested this be sent on 

to CMP 17 for comment. 250.52(B)(3) – This was proposed for 250.52(A)(8) and the panel action moved with revised text to 250.52(B). What is in Terra is: 250.52(A)(8) Other Local Metal Underground Systems or 

Structures. Other local metal underground systems or structures such s piping systems, underground tanks, and underground metal well casings that are not bonded to a metal water pipe. The structures and structural 

reinforcing steel described at 680.26(B)(1) and (B)(2) shall not be considered as a grounding electrode described by this section. The correct text should be in section 250.52(B) as new list item (3) as follows: (3) The 

structures and structural reinforcing steel described in 680.26(B)(1 and (B)(2).

Charles F. Mello The text as presented is not what the panel action was. There is no change to 250.52(A)(8). The panel acted to use the concept and create an additional new list item 3 in 250.52(B) as follows: 250.52(B) (3) The 

structures and structural reinforcing steel described in 680.26(B)(1) and (B)(2).

G. Scott Harding Section 250.52(B)(3) – This was proposed for 250.52(A)(8) and the panel action moved with revised text to 250.52(B). What is in Terra is: 250.52(A)(8) Other Local Metal Underground Systems or Structures. Other local 

metal underground systems or structures such s piping systems, underground tanks, and underground metal well casings that are not bonded to a metal water pipe. The structures and structural reinforcing steel 

described at 680.26(B)(1) and (B)(2) shall not be considered as a grounding electrode described by this section. The correct text should be in section 250.52(B) as new list item (3) as follows: (3) The structures and 

structural reinforcing steel described in 680.26(B)(1 and (B)(2).

Trevor N. Bowmer Item #1 - The prohibition against using swimming pool structures and grids was incorrectly inserted in the electrodes permitted section (part A). However, the prohibition should have been entered in 250.52(B)(3) 

instead. Item #2 - The CMP5 panel requested this FR action be sent on to CMP 17 for comment which is not reflected in the committee statement. Item #3 - The following text should be added as a new list item (item 3) 

to 250.52(B) as follows: "(3) The structures and structural reinforcing steel described in 680.26(B)(1 and (B)(2)."

Mike O'Meara The prohibition against using swimming pool structures and grids was inserted in electrodes permitted (part A), should have been entered as 250.52(B)(3) instead. The panel also requested this be sent on to CMP 17 for 

comment

Joseph Harding FR1220 – 250.52(A)(8) The prohibition against using swimming pool structures and grids was inserted in electrodes permitted (part A), should have been entered as 250.52(B)(3) instead. The panel also requested this 

be sent on to CMP 17 for comment FR 1220 for section 250.52(B)(3) – This was proposed for 250.52(A)(8) and the panel action moved with revised text to 250.52(B). What is in Terra is: 250.52(A)(8) Other Local Metal 

Underground Systems or Structures. Other local metal underground systems or structures such s piping systems, underground tanks, and underground metal well casings that are not bonded to a metal water pipe. The 

structures and structural reinforcing steel described at 680.26(B)(1) and (B)(2) shall not be considered as a grounding electrode described by this section. The correct text should be in section 250.52(B) as new list item 

(3) as follows: (3) The structures and structural reinforcing steel described in 680.26(B)(1 and (B)(2).

Charles J. Palmieri 250.52(A)(8) The prohibition against using swimming pool structures and grids was inserted in electrodes permitted (part A), should have been entered as 250.52(B)(3) instead. The panel also requested this be sent on 

to CMP 17 for comment

Phil Simmons CDA votes to accept this PI provided that the text provided by NFPA in the ballot is corrected to that which was accepted by CMP-5 at the Panel meeting. NFPA incorrectly locates the text accepted at 250.52(A)(8). The 

text that was accepted creates a new 250.52(B)(3) to read as follows: “(3) The structures and structural reinforcing steel described in 680.26(B)(1) and (B)(2).”

Gary A. Beckstrand The prohibition against using swimming pool structures and grids was inserted in electrodes permitted (Part A) added to the NEC text of “The structures and structural reinforcing steel described at 680.26(B)(1) and 

(B)(2) shall not be considered as a grounding electrode described by this section.” is supposed to be located in a new 250.52(B)(3) and not as currently shown in 250.52(A)(8).

Martin J. Brett, Jr. This was proposed for 250.52(A)(8) and the panel action moved it with revised text to 250.52(B)(3) NEW. What is in Terra is: 250.52(A)(8) Other Local Metal Underground Systems or Structures. Other local metal 

underground systems or structures such s piping systems, underground tanks, and underground metal well casings that are not bonded to a metal water pipe. The structures and structural reinforcing steel described at 

680.26(B)(1) and (B)(2) shall not be considered as a grounding electrode described by this section. The correct text should be in section 250.52(B) as new list item (3) as follows: (3) The structures and structural 

reinforcing steel described in 680.26(B)(1) and (B)(2).

Christine T. Porter FR1220 – 250.52(A)(8) The prohibition against using swimming pool structures and grids was inserted in electrodes permitted (part A), should have been entered as 250.52(B)(3) instead. The panel also requested this 

be sent on to CMP 17 for comment

Negative 1

Paul Dobrowsky If a building or structure supplied with electric power is at a pool a concrete encased electrode that exists at the pool needs to be used. Stating that reinforcing steel that meets the description of a concrete encased 

electrode is not considered at an electrode if at a pool is confusing language. The rule in 680.26 does not require a connection to a "remote" panelboard, service equipment or electrode. Additionally the panel intended 

this to be 250.52(B) ,as indicated in the committee statement, and this action be submitted to CMP17 for comment.

Abstain 0

FR-1221, Section No. 250.53(F), See FR-1221

FR-1212, Section No. 250.52(A)(7), See FR-1212

FR-1220, Section No. 250.52(A)(8), See FR-1220
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Panel 5 First Draft Ballot Circulation

Eligible to Vote: 17

Not Returned : 0

Vote Selection Votes Comments

Affirmative 16

Affirmative with Comment 1

Timothy Edwards See attached errata

Negative 0

Abstain 0

Eligible to Vote: 17

Not Returned : 0

Vote Selection Votes Comments

Affirmative 15

Affirmative with Comment 2

Timothy Edwards See attached errata

Charles J. Palmieri 250.4(B)(1) Does not show up in Terra View. It is an identical informational note, applicable to ungrounded systems. Same issue with the date of the standard NFPA 780

Negative 0

Abstain 0

Eligible to Vote: 17

Not Returned : 0

Vote Selection Votes Comments

Affirmative 6

Affirmative with Comment 10

Timothy Edwards See attached errata

Daleep C. Mohla a) The text “or where subject to corrosive conditions” is struck out and the panel rejected that proposed change and it should not be struck out.

Charles F. Mello The text "..or where subject to corrosive conditons" is shown as struck out and this change was not accepted by the panel. The section for 250.64(A) should read as follows: (A) Aluminum or Copper-Clad Aluminum 

Conductors. Bare aluminum or copper-clad aluminum grounding electrode conductors shall not be used where in direct contact with masonry or the earth or where subject to corrosive conditions. Where installed 

outside of a building or enclosure, aluminum or copper-clad aluminum grounding electrode conductors shall not be terminated within 450 mm (18 in.) of the earth unless the termination method is listed as a sealed 

wire connector system. Terminations made within listed enclosures suitable for outdoor use shall be permitted within 450 mm (18 in.) of the earth.

Nathan Philips a) The text “or where subject to corrosive conditions” is struck out and the panel rejected that proposed change and it should not be struck out.

G. Scott Harding a)The text “or where subject to corrosive conditions” is struck out and the panel rejected that proposed change and it should not be struck out.

Trevor N. Bowmer FR 1222 for section 250.64(A) currently shows the text “or where subject to corrosive conditions” being struck out (deleted) where as the panel action at the committee meeting was to reject that proposed change and 

the above text should not be struck out from the code.

Mike O'Meara The text “or where subject to corrosive conditions” is struck out and the panel rejected that proposed change and it should not be struck out.

Joseph Harding FR 1222 for section 250.64(A) a) The text “or where subject to corrosive conditions” is struck out and the panel rejected that proposed change and it should not be struck out.

Charles J. Palmieri a) The text “or where subject to corrosive conditions” is struck out and the panel rejected that proposed change and it should not be struck out.

Martin J. Brett, Jr. The text “or where subject to corrosive conditions” is struck out and the panel rejected that proposed change and it should not be struck out. A) Aluminum or Copper-Clad Aluminum Conductors. Should read: 250.64(A) 

Aluminum or Copper-Clad Aluminum Conductors. (A) Bare aluminum or copper-clad aluminum grounding electrode conductors shall not be used where in direct contact with masonry or the earth or where subject to 

corrosive conditions. Where installed outside of a building or enclosure, aluminum or copper-clad aluminum grounding electrode conductors shall not be terminated within 450 mm (18 in.) of the earth unless the 

termination method is listed as a sealed wire-connector system. Terminations made within listed enclosures suitable for outdoor use shall be permitted within 450 mm (18 in.) of the earth.

Negative 1

Phil Simmons CDA votes negative on the Panel action on this Public Input. Reasons for this negative vote include: 1. The phrase “for wet locations or concrete encasement” was accepted by the Panel and is not included in the action 

appearing in the NFPA document that is being voted on. It is important that this limitation be included. 2. The Panel was not provided with documentation that “sealed wire connector systems” have been evaluated for 

the purpose of terminating aluminum grounding electrode conductors at the locations where they would typically be installed. 3. The new last sentence “Terminations made within listed enclosures suitable for outdoor 

use shall be permitted within 450 mm (18 in.) of the earth” is much too broad. This will allow connection of aluminum grounding electrode conductors at locations where corrosive conditions may be present. No 

documentation was provided to the Panel that aluminum conductors have been evaluated for these locations and have been found acceptable.

Abstain 0

Eligible to Vote: 17

Not Returned : 0

Vote Selection Votes Comments

Affirmative 5

Affirmative with Comment 11

Timothy Edwards See attached errata

FR-1223, Section No. 250.64(B), See FR-1223

FR-7510, Section No. 250.60, See FR-7510

FR-1222, Section No. 250.64(A), See FR-1222
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Panel 5 First Draft Ballot Circulation

Daleep C. Mohla a) The beginning should show the “A 4” as stuck out and that is missing. b) The text “shall be protected if exposed to physical damage.” Should have been struck out and was not, sentence now does not make sense are 

revised. c) Remainder of text works but legislative text as revised by the panel is different i. (2) d) Missed the underlines for the parentheses marks for “(RMC)” e) The added requirement for PVC to be the “XW” type 

was missed - should read as “…rigid polyvinyl chloride conduit (PVC), XW-type”… f) Missed the added requirement for RTRC to be XW type. Should read reinforced thermosetting resin conduit (RTRC-XW)…” g) Missed 

the underline for the parentheses marks for “(EMT)” i. (3) h) The RMC had the parentheses marks deleted but not struck in Terra i) The RTRC conduit was to be the XW type and should show as “…RTRC-XW…” j) The 

parentheses marks for the EMT were to be deleted but were missed. i. (4) k) There is an extra “the” added in to the text between “with” and “earth”.

Nathan Philips 250.64(B) a) The beginning should show the “A 4” as stuck out and that is missing. b) The text “shall be protected if exposed to physical damage.” Should have been struck out and was not, sentence now does not make 

sense are revised. c) Remainder of text works but legislative text as revised by the panel is different i. (2) d) Missed the underlines for the parentheses marks for “(RMC)” e) The added requirement for PVC to be the 

“XW” type was missed - should read as “…rigid polyvinyl chloride conduit (PVC), XW-type”… f) Missed the added requirement for RTRC to be XW type. Should read reinforced thermosetting resin conduit (RTRC-XW)…” 

g) Missed the underline for the parentheses marks for “(EMT)” i. (3) h) The RMC had the parentheses marks deleted but not struck in Terra i) The RTRC conduit was to be the XW type and should show as “…RTRC-XW…” 

j) The parentheses marks for the EMT were to be deleted but were missed. i. (4) k) There is an extra “the” added in to the text between “with” and “earth”.

Charles F. Mello The text as shown in the ballot is not correct as established by the panel. The text of 250.64(B) should read as follows: (B) Securing and Protection Against Physical Damage. Where exposed, a grounding electrode 

conductor or its enclosure shall be securely fastened to the surface on which it is carried. Grounding electrode conductors shall be permitted to be installed on or through framing members. (1) Not Exposed to Physical 

Damage. A 6 AWG or larger copper or aluminum grounding electrode conductor not exposed to physical damage shall be permitted to be run along the surface of the building construction without metal covering or 

protection. (2) Exposed To Physical Damage. A 6 AWG or larger copper or aluminum grounding electrode conductor exposed to physical damage shall be protected in rigid metal conduit (RMC), intermediate metal 

conduit (IMC), rigid polyvinyl chloride conduit (PVC), XW-type reinforced thermosetting resin conduit (RTRC-XW), electrical metallic tubing (EMT), or cable armor. (3) Smaller Than 6 AWG. Grounding electrode 

conductors smaller than 6 AWG shall be protected in RMC, IMC, PVC, RTRC-XW, EMT, or cable armor. (4) In Contact with Earth. Grounding electrode conductors and grounding electrode bonding jumpers in contact with 

earth shall not be required to comply with 300.5, but shall be buried or otherwise protected if subject to physical damage.

G. Scott Harding (1) The beginning should show the “A 4” as stuck out and that is missing. The text “shall be protected if exposed to physical damage.” Should have been struck out and was not, sentence now does not make sense are 

revised. Remainder of text works but legislative text as revised by the panel is different Missed the underlines for the parentheses marks for “(RMC)” The added requirement for PVC to be the “XW” type was missed - 

should read as “…rigid polyvinyl chloride conduit (PVC), XW-type”… Missed the added requirement for RTRC to be XW type. Should read reinforced thermosetting resin conduit (RTRC-XW)…” Missed the underline for 

the parentheses marks for “(EMT)” i.(3) The RMC had the parentheses marks deleted but not struck in Terra The RTRC conduit was to be the XW type and should show as “…RTRC-XW…” The parentheses marks for the 

EMT were to be deleted but were missed. i.(4) There is an extra “the” added in to the text between “with” and “earth”.

Trevor N. Bowmer There are several differences between the CMP5 actions at the meeting and what appears in Terraview Issue #1 - Comments on Section 250.64(B)(1) – Item #1 - The beginning text should show the “A 4” as stuck out. 

Item #2 - The 2014 code text “shall be protected if exposed to physical damage.” should have been struck out and was not. The addition of "not" in that phrase is incorrect and should not be made. The sentence now 

does not make sense unless these changes are made. Issue #2 - Comments on Section 250.64(B)(2) – Item #3 - The parentheses marks for “(RMC)” should be shown with underlining to indicate that they are newly 

added. Item #4 - The added requirement for PVC to be of the “XW” type was missed. The revised text should read as follows “…rigid polyvinyl chloride conduit (PVC), XW-type”… with XW-type newly added. Item #5 - 

The added requirement for RTRC to be of the “XW” type was missed. The revised text should read as follows read "...reinforced thermosetting resin conduit (RTRC-XW)…” Item #6 - The parentheses marks for “(EMT)” 

should be shown with underlining to indicate that they are newly added. Issue #3 - Comments on Section 250.64(B)(3) – Item #7 - The RTRC conduit was to be specified to be of the XW type and should be shown as 

“…RTRC-XW…” Issue #4 - Comments on Section 250.64(B)(4) – Item #8 - The “the” added into the text between “with” and “earth” is not necessary and should be deleted.

Mike O'Meara (1) a) The beginning should show the “A 4” as stuck out and that is missing. b) The text “shall be protected if exposed to physical damage.” Should have been struck out and was not, sentence now does not make sense 

are revised. c) Remainder of text works but legislative text as revised by the panel is different i. (2) d) Missed the underlines for the parentheses marks for “(RMC)” e) The added requirement for PVC to be the “XW” type 

was missed - should read as “…rigid polyvinyl chloride conduit (PVC), XW-type”… f) Missed the added requirement for RTRC to be XW type. Should read reinforced thermosetting resin conduit (RTRC-XW)…” g) Missed 

the underline for the parentheses marks for “(EMT)” i. (3) h) The RMC had the parentheses marks deleted but not struck in Terra i) The RTRC conduit was to be the XW type and should show as “…RTRC-XW…” j) The 

parentheses marks for the EMT were to be deleted but were missed. i. (4) k) There is an extra “the” added in to the text between “with” and “earth”.

Joseph Harding Fr 1223 for section 250.64(B)(1) a) The beginning should show the “A 4” as stuck out and that is missing. b) The text “shall be protected if exposed to physical damage.” Should have been struck out and was not, 

sentence now does not make sense are revised. c) Remainder of text works but legislative text as revised by the panel is different i. (2) d) Missed the underlines for the parentheses marks for “(RMC)” e) The added 

requirement for PVC to be the “XW” type was missed - should read as “…rigid polyvinyl chloride conduit (PVC), XW-type”… f) Missed the added requirement for RTRC to be XW type. Should read reinforced 

thermosetting resin conduit (RTRC-XW)…” g) Missed the underline for the parentheses marks for “(EMT)” i. (3) h) The RMC had the parentheses marks deleted but not struck in Terra i) The RTRC conduit was to be the 

XW type and should show as “…RTRC-XW…” j) The parentheses marks for the EMT were to be deleted but were missed. i. (4) k) There is an extra “the” added in to the text between “with” and “earth”.

Charles J. Palmieri 3) Fr 1223 for section 250.64(B) (1) a) The beginning should show the “A 4” as stuck out and that is missing. b) The text “shall be protected if exposed to physical damage.” Should have been struck out and was not, 

sentence now does not make sense are revised. c) Remainder of text works but legislative text as revised by the panel is different i. (2) d) Missed the underlines for the parentheses marks for “(RMC)” e) The added 

requirement for PVC to be the “XW” type was missed - should read as “…rigid polyvinyl chloride conduit (PVC), XW-type”… f) Missed the added requirement for RTRC to be XW type. Should read reinforced 

thermosetting resin conduit (RTRC-XW)…” g) Missed the underline for the parentheses marks for “(EMT)” i. (3) h) The RMC had the parentheses marks deleted but not struck in Terra i) The RTRC conduit was to be the 

XW type and should show as “…RTRC-XW…” j) The parentheses marks for the EMT were to be deleted but were missed. i. (4) k) There is an extra “the” added in to the text between “with” and “earth”.

Gary A. Beckstrand The following was revised by the committee and is not shown in the FR, “(2) Exposed to Physical Damage. A 6 AWG or larger copper or aluminum grounding electrode conductor exposed to physical damage shall be 

protected in rigid metal conduit (RMC), intermediate metal conduit (IMC), rigid polyvinyl chloride conduit (PVC), reinforced thermosetting resin conduit (RTRC), electrical metallic tubing (EMT), or cable armor. (3) 

Smaller Than 6 AWG. Grounding electrode conductors smaller than 6 AWG shall be protected in (RMC), IMC, PVC, RTRC, (EMT), or cable armor. ” it should read “Exposed To Physical Damage. A 6 AWG or larger copper 

or aluminum grounding electrode conductor exposed to physical damage shall be protected in rigid metal conduit (RMC), intermediate metal conduit (IMC), rigid polyvinyl chloride conduit (PVC), XW-type reinforced 

thermosetting resin conduit (RTRC-XW), electrical metallic tubing (EMT), or cable armor. (3) Smaller Than 6 AWG. Grounding electrode conductors smaller than 6 AWG shall be protected in (RMC), IMC, PVC, RTRC-XW, 

(EMT), or cable armor.”
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Panel 5 First Draft Ballot Circulation

Martin J. Brett, Jr. (1)The beginning should show the “A 4” as stuck out and that is missing. The text “shall be protected if exposed to physical damage.” Should have been struck out and was not, sentence now does not make sense are 

revised. Remainder of text works but legislative text as revised by the panel is different (2) Missed the underlines for the parentheses marks for “(RMC)” The added requirement for PVC to be the “XW” type was missed - 

should read as “…rigid polyvinyl chloride conduit (PVC), XW-type”… Missed the added requirement for RTRC to be XW type. Should read reinforced thermosetting resin conduit (RTRC-XW)…” Missed the underline for 

the parentheses marks for “(EMT)” (3) The RMC had the parentheses marks deleted but not struck in Terra The RTRC conduit was to be the XW type and should show as “…RTRC-XW…” The parentheses marks for the 

EMT were to be deleted but were missed. (4) There is an extra “the” added in to the text between “with” and “earth”.

Negative 1

Phil Simmons CDA votes negative on the Panel action on this Public Input. Reasons for this negative vote include: 1. The phrase “but shall be buried or otherwise protected if subject to physical damage” is not prescriptive and thus 

will be subject to widely varying interpretations. 2. No minimum burial depth is provided. 3. No clue is provided for what “otherwise protected” means. Protected how? 4. How does one determine that the grounding 

electrode conductor is subject to physical damage?

Eligible to Vote: 17

Not Returned : 0

Vote Selection Votes Comments

Affirmative 16

Affirmative with Comment 1

Timothy Edwards See attached errata

Negative 0

Abstain 0

Eligible to Vote: 17

Not Returned : 0

Vote Selection Votes Comments

Affirmative 15

Affirmative with Comment 1

Timothy Edwards See attached errata

Negative 1

Nick Sasso After careful consideration, I change my position to negative. The new text will not aid understanding. In other places in Article 250, it is highly UNdesireable to have a ground loop or a parallel path. This new language 

will only serve to confuse the installer. One would already have to have a grasp of this section in order to comprehend the new language. In my opinion, the 2014 language is better.

Abstain 0

Eligible to Vote: 17

Not Returned : 0

Vote Selection Votes Comments

Affirmative 16

Affirmative with Comment 1

Timothy Edwards See attached errata

Negative 0

Abstain 0

Eligible to Vote: 17

Not Returned : 0

Vote Selection Votes Comments

Affirmative 6

Affirmative with Comment 11

Timothy Edwards See attached errata

Daleep C. Mohla (A) a. “Where” was to be changed to “If” b. After the word “conductor” the words “or bonding jumper” should have been added as new text. (B) c. “Where” was to be changed to “If” d. After the word “conductor” the 

words “or bonding jumper” should have been added as new text. e. The comma after 250.52(A)((3) should be shown as deleted (C) f. “Where” was to be changed to “If” g. After the word “conductor” the words “or 

bonding jumper” should have been added as new text. h. The comma after 250.52(A)((3) should be shown as deleted

Joseph Harding FR 1227 for section 250.66 – (A) a. “Where” was to be changed to “If” b. After the word “conductor” the words “or bonding jumper” should have been added as new text. (B) c. “Where” was to be changed to “If” d. 

After the word “conductor” the words “or bonding jumper” should have been added as new text. e. The comma after 250.52(A)((3) should be shown as deleted (C) f. “Where” was to be changed to “If” g. After the word 

“conductor” the words “or bonding jumper” should have been added as new text. h. The comma after 250.52(A)((3) should be shown as deleted

Nathan Philips Section 250.66 – (A) a. “Where” was to be changed to “If” b. After the word “conductor” the words “or bonding jumper” should have been added as new text. (B) c. “Where” was to be changed to “If” d. After the word 

“conductor” the words “or bonding jumper” should have been added as new text. e. The comma after 250.52(A)((3) should be shown as deleted (C) f. “Where” was to be changed to “If” g. After the word “conductor” 

the words “or bonding jumper” should have been added as new text. h. The comma after 250.52(A)((3) should be shown as deleted

Charles F. Mello The following errors are noted. The terms "Where" were changed to "If" for all sections. The term "or bonding jumper" was added to all sections. The text should read as follows: (A) Connections to a Rod, Pipe, or Plate 

Electrode(s). If the grounding electrode conductor or bonding jumper connected to a single or multiple rod, pipe, or plate electrode(s), or any combination thereof, as permitted in 250.52(A) (5) or (A)(7), does not 

extend to other types of electrodes, the grounding electrode conductor shall not be required to be larger than 6 AWG copper wire or 4 AWG aluminum wire. (B) Connections to Concrete-Encased Electrodes. If the 

grounding electrode conductor or bonding jumper connected to a single or multiple concrete-encased electrode(s) as permitted in 250.52(A)(3), does not extend to other types of electrodes that require a larger size 

conductor, the grounding electrode conductor shall not be required to be larger than 4 AWG copper wire. (C) Connections to Ground Rings. If the grounding electrode conductor or bonding jumper is connected to a 

ground ring as permitted in 250.52(A)(4) does not extend to other types of electrodes that require a larger size conductor, the grounding electrode conductor shall not be required to be larger than the conductor used 

for the ground ring.

FR-1224, Section No. 250.64(D), See FR-1224

FR-1225, Section No. 250.64(E)(1), See FR-1225

FR-1226, Section No. 250.64(F), See FR-1226

FR-1227, Sections 250.66(A), 250.66(B), 250.66(C), See FR-1227
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G. Scott Harding (A) “Where” was to be changed to “If” After the word “conductor” the words “or bonding jumper” should have been added as new text. (B) “Where” was to be changed to “If” After the word “conductor” the words “or 

bonding jumper” should have been added as new text. The comma after 250.52(A)((3) should be shown as deleted (C) “Where” was to be changed to “If” After the word “conductor” the words “or bonding jumper” 

should have been added as new text. The comma after 250.52(A)((3) should be shown as deleted

Mike O'Meara for section 250.66 – (A) a. “Where” was to be changed to “If” b. After the word “conductor” the words “or bonding jumper” should have been added as new text. (B) c. “Where” was to be changed to “If” d. After the 

word “conductor” the words “or bonding jumper” should have been added as new text. e. The comma after 250.52(A)((3) should be shown as deleted (C) f. “Where” was to be changed to “If” g. After the word 

“conductor” the words “or bonding jumper” should have been added as new text. h. The comma after 250.52(A)((3) should be shown as deleted

Charles J. Palmieri 7. FR 1227 for section 250.66 – (A) a. “Where” was to be changed to “If” b. After the word “conductor” the words “or bonding jumper” should have been added as new text. (B) c. “Where” was to be changed to “If” d. 

After the word “conductor” the words “or bonding jumper” should have been added as new text. e. The comma after 250.52(A)((3) should be shown as deleted (C) f. “Where” was to be changed to “If” g. After the word 

“conductor” the words “or bonding jumper” should have been added as new text. h. The comma after 250.52(A)((3) should be shown as deleted

Nick Sasso The 2014 language is already quite clear. From an Enforcer's perspective, there was no problem.

Gary A. Beckstrand In the NEC Text in each section of 250.66 (A), (B), and (C), the first sentence is supposed to read as follows: “If the grounding electrode conductor or bonding jumper is connected….” The phrase “or bonding jumpers” 

was omitted in Terra.

Martin J. Brett, Jr. 250.66 (A)“Where” was to be changed to “If” After the word “conductor” the words “or bonding jumper” should have been added as new text. 250.66 (B) “Where” was to be changed to “If” After the word “conductor” 

the words “or bonding jumper” should have been added as new text. 250.66 (C) “Where” was to be changed to “If” After the word “conductor” the words “or bonding jumper” should have been added as new text.

Negative 0

Abstain 0

Eligible to Vote: 17

Not Returned : 0

Vote Selection Votes Comments

Affirmative 6

Affirmative with Comment 11

Timothy Edwards See attached errata

Daleep C. Mohla a) The words “shall be” were incorrectly inserted between “piping” and “located”. This is to be statement for where a connection is made, as written the water pipe is now located within five feet of the entry to the 

building.

Nathan Philips Section 250.68)C) a) The words “shall be” were incorrectly inserted between “piping” and “located”. This is to be statement for where a connection is made, as written the water pipe is now located within five feet of 

the entry to the building.

Charles F. Mello The words "shall be" were inserted into 250.68(C)(1), different than what the panel acted, which is a list item to identify a location. The text now effectively requires the water pipe to be located within 5 feet to the 

entry to the building. The text is intended to a a location identifer for the attachement of grounding electrode conductors or bonding jumpers as follows: 250.68(C)(1) Interior metal water piping located not more than 

1.52 m (5 ft) from the point of entrance to the building. The remainder of the first revision text to remain without correction.

G. Scott Harding The words “shall be” were incorrectly inserted between “piping” and “located”. This is to be statement for where a connection is made, as written the water pipe is now located within five feet of the entry to the 

building.

Trevor N. Bowmer The words “shall be” were incorrectly inserted between “piping” and “located”. As currently written in Terraview, this statement would incorrectly require the water pipe to be located within five feet of the service 

entry to the building.

Mike O'Meara a) The words “shall be” were incorrectly inserted between “piping” and “located”. This is to be statement for where a connection is made, as written the water pipe is now located within five feet of the entry to the 

building.

Joseph Harding FR 1228 for section 250.68)C) a) The words “shall be” were incorrectly inserted between “piping” and “located”. This is to be statement for where a connection is made, as written the water pipe is now located within 

five feet of the entry to the building.

Charles J. Palmieri 8. FR 1228 for section 250.68)C) a) The words “shall be” were incorrectly inserted between “piping” and “located”. This is to be statement for where a connection is made, as written the water pipe is now located within 

five feet of the entry to the building.

Nick Sasso A rebar type concrete-encased electrode of either the conductor type, reinforcing rod or bar installed in accordance with 250.52(A)(3)with an additional rebar section extended from its location within the concrete to an 

accessible location above the concretethat is not subject to corrosion shall be permitted for connection of the grounding electrode conductor. The rebar extention shall not be exposed to contact with the earth without 

corrosion protection.******* Suggestion - ADD after last sentence - "Additionally, when the rebar extention is outdoors, corrosion protection shall be provided at the point where the grounding electrode conductor 

attaches to the rebar extention."

Martin J. Brett, Jr. 250.68)C)(1) The words “shall be” were incorrectly inserted between “piping” and “located”. This is to be statement for where a connection is made, as written the water pipe is now located within five feet of the entry 

to the building.

Negative 0

Abstain 0

Eligible to Vote: 17

Not Returned : 0

Vote Selection Votes Comments

Affirmative 15

Affirmative with Comment 2

Timothy Edwards See attached errata

Charles F. Mello This panel action also had a change to 250.86 to provide consistency and parallel language. The revision to 250.86 should read as follows: 250.86(4) Exception No. 3. Metal components shall not be required to be 

connected to the equipment grounding conductor or supply side bonding jumper where installed in a run of nonmetallic raceway(s) and are isolated from possible contact by a minimum cover of 450 mm (18 in.) to any 

part of the metal components or is are encased in not less than 50 mm (2 in.) of concrete.

Negative 0

Abstain 0

FR-1228, Section No. 250.68(C), See FR-1228

FR-1206, Section No. 250.80, See FR-1206
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Eligible to Vote: 17

Not Returned : 0

Vote Selection Votes Comments

Affirmative 8

Affirmative with Comment 9

Timothy Edwards See attached errata

Daleep C. Mohla The FR the committee acted on was FR1232, The text and underlining in TerraView is correct, as well as the panel statement. There is no mention of the resolved PI in response message. The following PIs may need to 

be added at the Response Message portion: Public Input No 436 NFPA 70-2014 [Section No 250.94] Public Input No 3837 NFPA 70-2014 [Section No 250.94] Pubic Input No 3708 NFPA 70-2014 [Section No 250.94]

Joseph Harding FR 1215 – 250.94 The FR the committee acted on was FR1232, The text and underlining in TerraView is correct, as well as the panel statement. There is no mention of the resolved PI in response message. The following 

PIs may need to be added at the Response Message portion: Public Input No 436 NFPA 70-2014 [Section No 250.94] Public Input No 3837 NFPA 70-2014 [Section No 250.94] Pubic Input No 3708 NFPA 70-2014 [Section 

No 250.94]

Charles J. Palmieri 250.94 The FR the committee acted on was FR1232, The text and underlining in TerraView is correct, as well as the panel statement. There is no mention of the resolved PI in response message. The following PIs may 

need to be added at the Response Message portion: Public Input No 436 NFPA 70-2014 [Section No 250.94] Public Input No 3837 NFPA 70-2014 [Section No 250.94] Pubic Input No 3708 NFPA 70-2014 [Section No 

250.94]

G. Scott Harding 250.94 The FR the committee acted on was FR1232, The text and underlining in TerraView is correct, as well as the panel statement. There is no mention of the resolved PI in response message. The following PIs may 

need to be added at the Response Message portion: Public Input No 436 NFPA 70-2014 [Section No 250.94] Public Input No 3837 NFPA 70-2014 [Section No 250.94] Pubic Input No 3708 NFPA 70-2014 [Section No 

250.94]

Trevor N. Bowmer The text and underlining in TerraView is correct, as well as the panel statement. Item #1 - There is no mention of several resolved PIs in message. The following PIs need to be added at the Response Message portion: 

Public Input No 436 Public Input No 3837 Pubic Input No 3708 Item #2 - There was some confusion if this change was under FR-1215 or FR-1232. The change shown in current Terra FR-1232 modifying 250.24C needs to 

be retained as a separate FR item. Both the changes shown for FR-1215 and FR-1232 need to be done (a) The revisions as shown in Terraview under FR-1215 for 250.94 (b) The change (600 to 1000 volts) in 250.24(C).

Mike O'Meara The FR the committee acted on was FR1232, The text and underlining in TerraView is correct, as well as the panel statement. There is no mention of the resolved PI in response message. The following PIs may need to 

be added at the Response Message portion: Public Input No 436 NFPA 70-2014 [Section No 250.94] Public Input No 3837 NFPA 70-2014 [Section No 250.94] Pubic Input No 3708 NFPA 70-2014 [Section No 250.94] FR 

7509 250.102 (in TerraView) should have been noted as FR 1233. It is correct for section 250.102. This does not include the work in FR 1234 that the panel accepted for Table 250.102(C)(1). NONE of the work on the 

Table shows up in TerraView. The panel re-ordered the notes to make it clear when they apply.

Martin J. Brett, Jr. 250.94 The FR the committee acted on was FR1232, The text and underlining in TerraView is correct, as well as the panel statement. There is no mention of the resolved PI in response message. The following PIs may 

need to be added at the Response Message portion: Public Input No 436 NFPA 70-2014 [Section No 250.94] Public Input No 3837 NFPA 70-2014 [Section No 250.94] Pubic Input No 3708 NFPA 70-2014 [Section No 

250.94]

Christine T. Porter FR 1215 – 250.94 The FR the committee acted on was FR1232, The text and underlining in TerraView is correct, as well as the panel statement. There is no mention of the resolved PI in response message. The following 

PIs may need to be added at the Response Message portion: Public Input No 436 NFPA 70-2014 [Section No 250.94] Public Input No 3837 NFPA 70-2014 [Section No 250.94] Pubic Input No 3708 NFPA 70-2014 [Section 

No 250.94]

Negative 0

Abstain 0

Eligible to Vote: 17

Not Returned : 0

Vote Selection Votes Comments

Affirmative 6

Affirmative with Comment 10

Timothy Edwards See attached errata

Daleep C. Mohla FR 7509 250.102 (in TerraView) should have been noted as FR 1233. It is correct for section 250.102. This does not include the work in FR 1234 that the panel accepted for Table 250.102(C)(1). NONE of the work on the 

Table shows up in TerraView. The panel re-ordered the notes to make it clear when they apply.

Nathan Philips 250.102 (in TerraView) should have been noted as FR 1233. It is correct for section 250.102. This does not include the work in FR 1234 that the panel accepted for Table 250.102(C)(1). NONE of the work on the Table 

shows up in TerraView. The panel re-ordered the notes to make it clear when they apply.

Charles F. Mello The only change to the section 250.102 Title was to add "Grounded Conductor," The terms "Bonding Conductors, and Jumpers" is existing text and should not be underlined. The panel took action to modifiy Table 

250.102(C)(1) and notes. The table should reference notes 3 and 4 for conductors over 1100 kcmil copper or 1750 kcmil Aluminum and the notes were rearranged as follows: Notes: 1. If multiple sets of service-entrance 

conductors are used as permitted in 230.40, Exception No. 2, or if multiple sets of ungrounded supply conductors are installed for a separately derived system, the equivalent size of the largest ungrounded supply 

conductor(s) shall be determined by the largest sum of the areas of the corresponding conductors of each set. 2 1If there are no service-entrance conductors, the supply conductor size shall be determined by the 

equivalent size of the largest service entrance conductor required for the load to be served. 3. If the ungrounded supply conductors are larger than 1100 kcmil copper or 1750 kcmil aluminum, the grounded conductor 

or bonding jumper shall have an area not less than 12 1?2 percent of the area of the largest ungrounded supply conductor or equivalent area for parallel supply conductors. The grounded conductor or bonding jumper 

shall not be required to be larger than the largest ungrounded conductor or set of ungrounded conductors. 4. If the ungrounded supply conductors are larger than 1100 kcmil copper or 1750 kcmil aluminum and if the 

ungrounded supply conductors and the bonding jumper are of different materials (copper, aluminum, or copper-clad aluminum), the minimum size of the grounded conductor or bonding jumper shall be based on the 

assumed use of ungrounded supply conductors of the same material as the grounded conductor or bonding jumper and will have an ampacity equivalent to that of the installed ungrounded supply conductors. *For the 

purposes of applying this table and its notes, the term bonding jumper refers to main bonding jumpers, system bonding jumpers, and supply-side bonding jumpers. The table with edits is provided in separate 

documentation as it cannot be inserted into the comment of the ballot.

G. Scott Harding 250.102 (in TerraView) should have been noted as FR 1233. It is correct for section 250.102. This does not include the work in FR 1234 that the panel accepted for Table 250.102(C)(1). NONE of the work on the Table 

shows up in TerraView. The panel re-ordered the notes to make it clear when they apply.

FR-1215, Section No. 250.94, See FR-1215

FR-7509, Section No. 250.102, See FR-7509
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Panel 5 First Draft Ballot Circulation

Trevor N. Bowmer This change does not include the actions(in FR 1234) that the panel accepted for Table 250.102(C)(1). None of the work on the Table shows up in TerraView. The panel re-ordered the notes to make it clear when they 

apply.

Joseph Harding FR 7509 250.102 (in TerraView) should have been noted as FR 1233. It is correct for section 250.102. This does not include the work in FR 1234 that the panel accepted for Table 250.102(C)(1). NONE of the work on the 

Table shows up in TerraView. The panel re-ordered the notes to make it clear when they apply.

Charles J. Palmieri FR 7509 250.102 (in Terra View) should have been noted as FR 1233. It is correct for section 250.102. This does not include the work in FR 1234 that the panel accepted for Table 250.102(C)(1). NONE of the work on the 

Table shows up in TerraView. The panel re-ordered the notes to make it clear when they apply.

Gary A. Beckstrand The Notes to the Table do not reflect the revisions made by the Panel. The Notes should be as follows: Notes: 1. If multiple sets of service-entrance conductors are used as permitted in 230.40, Exception No. 2, or if 

multiple sets of ungrounded supply conductors are installed for a separately derived system, the equivalent size of the largest ungrounded supply conductor(s) shall be determined by the largest sum of the areas of the 

corresponding conductors of each set. 4. 2 1If there are no service-entrance conductors, the supply conductor size shall be determined by the equivalent size of the largest service entrance conductor required for the 

load to be served. 3. If the ungrounded supply conductors are larger than 1100 kcmil copper or 1750 kcmil aluminum, the grounded conductor or bonding jumper shall have an area not less than 12 1?2 percent of the 

area of the largest ungrounded supply conductor or equivalent area for parallel supply conductors. The grounded conductor or bonding jumper shall not be required to be larger than the largest ungrounded conductor 

or set of ungrounded conductors. 4. If the ungrounded supply conductors are larger than 1100 kcmil copper or 1750 kcmil aluminum and if the ungrounded supply conductors and the bonding jumper are of different 

materials (copper, aluminum, or copper-clad aluminum), the minimum size of the grounded conductor or bonding jumper shall be based on the assumed use of ungrounded supply conductors of the same material as 

the grounded conductor or bonding jumper and will have an ampacity equivalent to that of the installed ungrounded supply conductors. *For the purposes of applying this table and its notes, the term bonding jumper 

refers to main bonding jumpers, system bonding jumpers, and supply-side bonding jumpers. Additionally, the Panel voted in favor of adding lines in the Table.

Christine T. Porter FR 7509 250.102 (in TerraView) should have been noted as FR 1233. It is correct for section 250.102. This does not include the work in FR 1234 that the panel accepted for Table 250.102(C)(1). NONE of the work on the 

Table shows up in TerraView. The panel re-ordered the notes to make it clear when they apply.

Negative 1

Phil Simmons CDA votes negative on the Panel action on this Public Input. Reasons for this negative vote include: 1. The substantiation provided by the Panel does not support the changes made. Under the NFPA Regulations, the 

Panel has an obligation to provide adequate substantiation to support its actions. 2. There was no substantiation provided to document that aluminum and copper-clad aluminum conductor materials are equal to that 

of copper. In addition, the NFPA ballot does not include the changes made to the Notes below Table 250.102(C)(1). The notes and footnote should read as follows: “1. If multiple sets of service-entrance conductors are 

used as permitted in 230.40, Exception No. 2, or if multiple sets of ungrounded supply conductors are installed for a separately derived system, the equivalent size of the largest ungrounded supply conductor(s) shall be 

determined by the largest sum of the areas of the corresponding conductors of each set. 2. If there are no service-entrance conductors, the supply conductor size shall be determined by the equivalent size of the largest 

service entrance conductor required for the load to be served. 3. If the ungrounded supply conductors are larger than 1100 kcmil copper or 1750 kcmil aluminum, the grounded conductor or bonding jumper shall have 

an area not less than 12 1?2 percent of the area of the largest ungrounded supply conductor or equivalent area for parallel supply conductors. The grounded conductor or bonding jumper shall not be required to be 

larger than the largest ungrounded conductor or set of ungrounded conductors. 4. If the ungrounded supply conductors are larger than 1100 kcmil copper or 1750 kcmil aluminum and if the ungrounded supply 

conductors and the bonding jumper are of different materials (copper, aluminum, or copper-clad aluminum), the minimum size of the grounded conductor or bonding jumper shall be based on the assumed use of 

ungrounded supply conductors of the same material as the grounded conductor or bonding jumper and will have an ampacity equivalent to that of the installed ungrounded supply conductors. *For the purposes of 

applying this table and its notes, the term bonding jumper refers to main bonding jumpers, system bonding jumpers, and supply-side bonding jumpers.”

Abstain 0

Eligible to Vote: 17

Not Returned : 0

Vote Selection Votes Comments

Affirmative 7

Affirmative with Comment 10

Timothy Edwards See attached errata

Daleep C. Mohla FR 7509 250.102 (in TerraView) should have been noted as FR 1233. It is correct for section 250.102. This does not include the work in FR 1234 that the panel accepted for Table 250.102(C)(1). NONE of the work on the 

Table shows up in TerraView. The panel re-ordered the notes to make it clear when they apply.Table 250.122 250.102(D), based on the rating of the overcurrent protective device for the circuit supplying the 

occupancy.” At 250/104(A)(3) there is missing existing text that we struck out At 250.104(A)(3)(c) additional text has been added “if the grounding electrode conductor or bonding jumper to the grounding electrode is 

of sufficient size” At the paragraph following 250/104(A)(3)(c) we had Table 250.66 referenced, it now shows as Table 250.102(C)(1) – which is correct, not sure we voted on that however. Section 250.104(B) has been 

changed to reference sizing bonding conductors for other piping in accordance with Table 250.102(C)(1) instead and in addition to Table 250.122 which is kept in this section only for sizing equipment grounding 

conductors (which makes NO sense) 250.104(C) Structural Metal has changes in the main paragraph not shown in our summaries.

Nathan Philips 250.104 At 250.104(A)(1) list item (4)additional wording is missing that should read: “if the grounding electrode conductor or bonding jumper to the grounding electrode is of sufficient size”. I could not find any record 

from Task Group three of any changes to 250.104(A)(2) but TerraView shows changes for bonding of metal water piping in building of multiple occupancy. What we had “The bonding jumper shall be sized in accordance 

with Table 250.122 based on the rating of the overcurrent device supplying the occupancy.” has been replaced with “The equipment bonding jumper shall be sized in accordance with Table 250.122 250.102(D), based 

on the rating of the overcurrent protective device for the circuit supplying the occupancy.” At 250/104(A)(3) there is missing existing text that we struck out At 250.104(A)(3)(c) additional text has been added “if the 

grounding electrode conductor or bonding jumper to the grounding electrode is of sufficient size” At the paragraph following 250/104(A)(3)(c) we had Table 250.66 referenced, it now shows as Table 250.102(C)(1) – 

which is correct, not sure we voted on that however. Section 250.104(B) has been changed to reference sizing bonding conductors for other piping in accordance with Table 250.102(C)(1) instead and in addition to 

Table 250.122 which is kept in this section only for sizing equipment grounding conductors (which makes NO sense) 250.104(C) Structural Metal has changes in the main paragraph not shown in our summaries.

Charles F. Mello The text in the ballot is not as the panel completed actions. The changes to the sizing from Table 250.66 and Table 250.122 are incorrect and not substatiated by the panel statement. The text as the panel acted is is 

provided in separate correspondence as it exceeded the capacity of the ballot.

FR-1216, Section No. 250.104, See FR-1216
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G. Scott Harding 250.104 At 250.104(A)(1) list item (4)additional wording is missing that should read: “if the grounding electrode conductor or bonding jumper to the grounding electrode is of sufficient size”. I could not find any record 

from Task Group three of any changes to 250.104(A)(2) but TerraView shows changes for bonding of metal water piping in building of multiple occupancy. What we had “The bonding jumper shall be sized in accordance 

with Table 250.122 based on the rating of the overcurrent device supplying the occupancy.” has been replaced with “The equipment bonding jumper shall be sized in accordance with 250.102(D). At 250/104(A)(3) there 

is missing existing text that we struck out At 250.104(A)(3)(c) additional text has been added “if the grounding electrode conductor or bonding jumper to the grounding electrode is of sufficient size” At the paragraph 

following 250/104(A)(3)(c) we had Table 250.66 referenced, it now shows as Table 250.102(C)(1) – which is correct, not sure we voted on that however. Section 250.104(B) has been changed to reference sizing bonding 

conductors for other piping in accordance with Table 250.102(C)(1) instead and in addition to Table 250.122 which is kept in this section only for sizing equipment grounding conductors (which makes NO sense) 

250.104(C) Structural Metal has changes in the main paragraph not shown in our summaries.

Trevor N. Bowmer In the revised 250.104(A)(1) list the item (4) needs to have the additional wording added - “if the grounding electrode conductor or bonding jumper to the grounding electrode is of sufficient size”.

Mike O'Meara 250.104 At 250.104(A)(1) list item (4)additional wording is missing that should read: “if the grounding electrode conductor or bonding jumper to the grounding electrode is of sufficient size”. I could not find any record 

from Task Group three of any changes to 250.104(A)(2) but TerraView shows changes for bonding of metal water piping in building of multiple occupancy. What we had “The bonding jumper shall be sized in accordance 

with Table 250.122 based on the rating of the overcurrent device supplying the occupancy.” has been replaced with “The equipment bonding jumper shall be sized in accordance with Table 250.122 250.102(D), based 

on the rating of the overcurrent protective device for the circuit supplying the occupancy.” At 250/104(A)(3) there is missing existing text that we struck out At 250.104(A)(3)(c) additional text has been added “if the 

grounding electrode conductor or bonding jumper to the grounding electrode is of sufficient size” At the paragraph following 250/104(A)(3)(c) we had Table 250.66 referenced, it now shows as Table 250.102(C)(1) – 

which is correct, not sure we voted on that however. Section 250.104(B) has been changed to reference sizing bonding conductors for other piping in accordance with Table 250.102(C)(1) instead and in addition to 

Table 250.122 which is kept in this section only for sizing equipment grounding conductors (which makes NO sense) 250.104(C) Structural Metal has changes in the main paragraph not shown in our summaries.

Joseph Harding FR 1216 250.104 At 250.104(A)(1) list item (4)additional wording is missing that should read: “if the grounding electrode conductor or bonding jumper to the grounding electrode is of sufficient size”. I could not find any 

record from Task Group three of any changes to 250.104(A)(2) but TerraView shows changes for bonding of metal water piping in building of multiple occupancy. What we had “The bonding jumper shall be sized in 

accordance with Table 250.122 based on the rating of the overcurrent device supplying the occupancy.” has been replaced with “The equipment bonding jumper shall be sized in accordance with Table 250.122 

250.102(D), based on the rating of the overcurrent protective device for the circuit supplying the occupancy.” At 250/104(A)(3) there is missing existing text that we struck out At 250.104(A)(3)(c) additional text has 

been added “if the grounding electrode conductor or bonding jumper to the grounding electrode is of sufficient size” At the paragraph following 250/104(A)(3)(c) we had Table 250.66 referenced, it now shows as Table 

250.102(C)(1) – which is correct, not sure we voted on that however. Section 250.104(B) has been changed to reference sizing bonding conductors for other piping in accordance with Table 250.102(C)(1) instead and in 

addition to Table 250.122 which is kept in this section only for sizing equipment grounding conductors (which makes NO sense) 250.104(C) Structural Metal has changes in the main paragraph not shown in our 

summaries.

Charles J. Palmieri FR 1216 250.104 At 250.104(A)(1) list item (4)additional wording is missing that should read: “if the grounding electrode conductor or bonding jumper to the grounding electrode is of sufficient size”. I could not find any 

record from Task Group three of any changes to 250.104(A)(2) but TerraView shows changes for bonding of metal water piping in building of multiple occupancy. What we had “The bonding jumper shall be sized in 

accordance with Table 250.122 based on the rating of the overcurrent device supplying the occupancy.” has been replaced with “The equipment bonding jumper shall be sized in accordance with Table 250.122 

250.102(D), based on the rating of the overcurrent protective device for the circuit supplying the occupancy.” At 250/104(A)(3) there is missing existing text that we struck out At 250.104(A)(3)(c) additional text has 

been added “if the grounding electrode conductor or bonding jumper to the grounding electrode is of sufficient size” At the paragraph following 250/104(A)(3)(c) we had Table 250.66 referenced, it now shows as Table 

250.102(C)(1) – which is correct, not sure we voted on that however. Section 250.104(B) has been changed to reference sizing bonding conductors for other piping in accordance with Table 250.102(C)(1) instead and in 

addition to Table 250.122 which is kept in this section only for sizing equipment grounding conductors (which makes NO sense) 250.104(C) Structural Metal has changes in the main paragraph not shown in our 

summaries.

Martin J. Brett, Jr. At 250.104(A)(1) list item (4)additional wording is missing that should read: “if the grounding electrode conductor or bonding jumper to the grounding electrode is of sufficient size”. I could not find any record from 

Task Group three of any changes to 250.104(A)(2) but TerraView shows changes for bonding of metal water piping in building of multiple occupancy. What we had “The bonding jumper shall be sized in accordance with 

Table 250.122 based on the rating of the overcurrent device supplying the occupancy.” has been replaced with “The equipment bonding jumper shall be sized in accordance with Table 250.122 250.102(D), based on the 

rating of the overcurrent protective device for the circuit supplying the occupancy.” At 250/104(A)(3) there is missing existing text that we struck out At 250.104(A)(3)(c) additional text has been added “if the grounding 

electrode conductor or bonding jumper to the grounding electrode is of sufficient size” At the paragraph following 250/104(A)(3)(c) we had Table 250.66 referenced, it now shows as Table 250.102(C)(1) – which is 

correct, not sure we voted on that however. Section 250.104(B) has been changed to reference sizing bonding conductors for other piping in accordance with Table 250.102(C)(1) instead and in addition to Table 

250.122 which is kept in this section only for sizing equipment grounding conductors (which makes NO sense) 250.104(C) Structural Metal has changes in the main paragraph not shown in our summaries.

Negative 0

Abstain 0

Eligible to Vote: 17

Not Returned : 0

Vote Selection Votes Comments

Affirmative 16

Affirmative with Comment 1

Timothy Edwards See attached errata

Negative 0

Abstain 0

Eligible to Vote: 17

Not Returned : 0

Vote Selection Votes Comments

Affirmative 14

Affirmative with Comment 1

Timothy Edwards See attached errata

Negative 2

FR-1229, Section No. 250.118, See FR-1229

FR-1230, Section No. 250.119(B), See FR-1230
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Charles J. Palmieri The panel action on this PI should have been a resolve. The edit made to sub-part (B) of this section removes the limited application (originally an exception)of identifying those colors that are traditionally associated 

with ungrounded conductors to the color green. This now provides unrestricted re-identification of said colored conductors (black blue etc.) in all multi-wire cables in all locations as an equipment grounding conductor. 

Field makings are a moving target. This expanded permissive language for conductors 6 AWG and smaller, can create a problem over time which will be exponentially increased, especially in locations where premises 

maintenance is not limited to those who are familiar with local marking procedures (such as an industrial location). One argument expressed during panel discussion included a reference to the language found in section 

200.7 regarding re-identification and use of a white (or gray) conductor as an ungrounded conductor. This is understandable, but in reality if a re-identified white conductor was inadvertently connected to a grounded 

terminal or an energized terminal the failure would be limited to one branch circuit or feeder. A mistake with a conductor that is intentionally connected to the system or structures non-current carrying metal parts is 

life threatening and may raise the potential on the entire structure presenting a shock hazard (or worse). This hazard might migrate to other systems (such as chapter 8 wiring) that are permitted to be terminated to the 

structures intersystem bond terminals as mentioned in 250.94. Once this permissive rule is extended to residential and commercial occupancies where the lion share of the work is performed by pedestrian installers 

having no stake in the continued and safe operation of the facility or dwelling the monitoring of that installation and its future modifications becomes untenable.

Gary A. Beckstrand The Panel should have resolved this Public input. Allowing the EGC to be re-identified in cables is a contradiction of the general rule in 250.119. The Panel is clear that all EGCs are to identified with green, bare, or green 

with a yellow stripe. The elimination of the requirement for conditions of maintenance and supervision to ensure a qualified person service the installation is a reduction in safety. Multiconductor cables are available 

with correctly identified equipment grounding conductors. The proper cable should be used for the installation rather than re-identifying an equipment grounding conductor in the field to make the wrong cable suitable 

for the installation. If this revision is allowed, an installed would be able to re-identify a red conductor of any size in a 12/3 MC cable and use it for an isolated grounding conductor. This is not the intention of the panel.

Abstain 0

Eligible to Vote: 17

Not Returned : 0

Vote Selection Votes Comments

Affirmative 16

Affirmative with Comment 1

Timothy Edwards See attached errata

Negative 0

Abstain 0

Eligible to Vote: 17

Not Returned : 0

Vote Selection Votes Comments

Affirmative 14

Affirmative with Comment 2

Timothy Edwards See attached errata

Charles F. Mello The ballot text has missing language as inserted by the panel action. The text as completed by the panel is as follows: (B) Aluminum and Copper-Clad Aluminum Conductors. Equipment grounding conductors of bare or 

insulated aluminum or copperclad aluminum shall be permitted. Bare, covered or insulated conductors shall not come in direct contact with masonry or the earth or where subject to corrosive conditions. Aluminum or 

copper-clad aluminum conductors shall not be terminated within 450 mm (18 in.) of the earth, unless the termination method is listed as a sealed wire-connector system. Terminations made within listed enclosures 

suitable for outdoor use shall be permitted within 18 inches of the earth.

Negative 1

Phil Simmons CDA votes negative on the Panel action on this Public Input. Reasons for this negative vote include: 1. No documentation was provided to the Panel that aluminum conductors have been evaluated for these locations 

and have been found acceptable. 2. The Panel was not provided with documentation that “sealed wire connector systems” have been evaluated for the purpose of terminating aluminum equipment grounding 

conductors at the locations where they would typically be installed. 3. The new last sentence “Terminations in a listed sealed wire-connector system are also acceptable within 18 in. of the earth.” is much too broad. 

This will allow connection of aluminum equipment grounding conductors at locations where corrosive conditions may be present.

Abstain 0

Eligible to Vote: 17

Not Returned : 0

Vote Selection Votes Comments

Affirmative 8

Affirmative with Comment 9

Timothy Edwards See attached errata

Daleep C. Mohla There seems to be a sense that the words should be “shall be at least in the same proportion” and not shall be in the same proportion

Joseph Harding FR 1236 – 250.122(B) There seems to be a sense that the words should be “shall be at least in the same proportion” and not shall be in the same proportion.

Nathan Philips Based on the panel discussion, my view is that the requirement for increasing conductor size should be limited to cases where the increase is due to voltage drop. There was no technical basis presented for increasing 

the EGC when the other conductors are increased for reasons related to increased heat because the conductor should not need to carry current for more than a few seconds, at worst, in a fault condition.

G. Scott Harding 250.122 (B). The revised text could be improved if stated as follows: If ungrounded conductors are increased in size for any reason from the minimum size that has sufficient ampacity for the intended installation other 

than an increase due to the application of any adjustment or correction factor(s), wire-type equipment grounding conductors, where installed, shall be increased in size proportionately according to the circular mil area. 

The increase in size shall be at least in the same proportion as the increase in the size of the ungrounded conductors using their circular mil area.

Trevor N. Bowmer In 250.122(B), the text should revised further to read “shall be at least in the same proportion” and not as currently stated "...shall be in the same proportion".

Charles J. Palmieri FR 1236 – 250.122(B) There seems to be a sense that the words should be “shall be at least in the same proportion” and not shall be in the same proportion.

Martin J. Brett, Jr. 250.122(B) There seems to be a sense that the words should be “shall be at least in the same proportion” and not "shall be in the same proportion".

Gary A. Beckstrand The NEC text was revised by the committee to read as follows: “(B) Increased in Size. If ungrounded conductors are increased in size for any reason, from the minimum size that has sufficient ampacity for the intended 

installation wire-type equipment grounding conductors shall be increased in size. The increase in size shall be at least in the same proportion as the increase in the size of the ungrounded conductors using their circular 

mil area.” and not as currently shown in Terra. the phase "from the minimum size that has sufficient ampacity for the intended installation," should be crossed out and removed from the text.

FR-1235, Section No. 250.120(B), See FR-1235

FR-1236, Section No. 250.122(B), See FR-1236

FR-1231, Section No. 250.119(C), See FR-1231
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Negative 0

Abstain 0

Eligible to Vote: 17

Not Returned : 0

Vote Selection Votes Comments

Affirmative 15

Affirmative with Comment 1

Timothy Edwards See attached errata

Negative 1

Martin J. Brett, Jr. Negative comment to FR 1246 The sentence “The equipment grounding conductor shall not be required to be larger than the largest ungrounded conductor within the raceway or cable.” should be deleted. The 

implication is that this is a clarification of the requirement in 250.122(A) that states “. . . but in no case shall they be required to be larger than the circuit conductors supplying the equipment.” The proposed new 

sentence in 250.122(F) conflicts with 250.122(A) and adds confusion in applying the provisions of this section; this was proposed for the 2014 Edition of the NEC and was held for the next Edition. There were 

statements that no documentation or substantiation was submitted to justify this change, and none was offered for the 2017 Edition. In some cases, compliance with the proposed new sentence could result in an 

electrically hazardous situation: Since 1/0 AL conductors are allowed to be paralleled, several could be installed in parallel to get an ampacity of 960 amperes. Some overcurrent device equal to or less than 960 amperes 

could be used to protect the conductors. According to several sources, and per calculations, 1/0 AL conductors are suitable for fault currents up to approximately 36kA for one cycle and approximately 57kA for a half 

cycle. Many electrical systems are capable of delivering fault currents in excess of these values, and under some conditions, a portion of a single grounding conductor may be subjected to the entire fault energy, 

introducing the possibility of cable failure before the overcurrent device operates, resulting in dangerous voltages being imposed on exposed metallic components of the electrical system. Adherence to the basic rule of 

providing a full size EGC in each raceway or cable insures that the system will have the capacity to clear any ground fault likely to be imposed on it.

Abstain 0

Eligible to Vote: 17

Not Returned : 0

Vote Selection Votes Comments

Affirmative 14

Affirmative with Comment 2

Timothy Edwards See attached errata

Charles F. Mello The reference to 250.8 was omitted from the ballot text and was acted on by the panel. The text should read as: Where circuit conductors are spliced within a box, or terminated on equipment within or supported by a 

box, all equipment grounding conductor(s) associated with any of those circuit conductors shall be connected within the box or to the box with devices suitable for the use in accordance with 250.8 and 250.148(A) 

through (E). Exception: The equipment grounding conductor permitted in 250.146(D) shall not be required to be connected to the other equipment grounding conductors or to the box.

Negative 1

Paul Dobrowsky An effective ground fault path is necessary for each circuit. If multiple circuits are present in a nonmetallic enclosure, each having their own equipment grounding conductor, there is no need to connect all the 

equipment grounding conductors together. Doing so can create problems with some susceptible electronic equipment. Additionally this section is poorly worded and can be interpreted as not literally requiring a 

connection to a box or other conductors but "where" a connection is made the connections need to be suitable.

Abstain 0

Eligible to Vote: 17

Not Returned : 0

Vote Selection Votes Comments

Affirmative 11

Affirmative with Comment 5

Timothy Edwards See attached errata

Charles F. Mello The title to Part X was not correct and the reference to 1000 Volts was deleted since all of Part X now is for systems over 2000 Volts. The title should read as follows: 250.186 Grounding Service-Supplied Alternating-

Current Systems

Mike O'Meara 1000 volts is the correct term and should remain. The voltage level should remain at 1000 volts. Changing the title to 2000 volts in Part X may allow additional items to comply with low voltage requirements without 

substantiation and may create safety issues. Although the change in voltage does not directly impact the grounding requirements in Article 250, it creates inconsistency with other Articles throughout the code, as other 

CMP’s did not accept these Public Inputs

Phil Simmons CDA votes affirmative on the Panel action on this Public Input but notes that the phrase “grounding electrode conductor” should be deleted from 250.186(A)(1) and (B)(1) as the subject is the sizing of the grounded 

conductor or the supply-side bonding jumper rather than a grounding electrode conductor.

Gary A. Beckstrand In the Title of 250.186 the text “of over 1000 Volts” needs to be struck out as per committee action.

Negative 1

Nick Sasso The panel removed references to voltage covered in Part X. All references to "Over 1000 volts" have been stricken. This is not consistent with other parts of NEC, such as Article 490, and should not be allowed to 

happen. There is an undercurrent on this panel to replace 1000 volts with "2000 volts." In my opinion, this is arbitrary and being attempted to serve some other purpose. Article 490 has a definition of high voltage 

(more than 1000 volts) therefore it is sensible and practical for Article 250 to remain consistent with the NEC definition in Article 490. The NEC document needs to be consistent throughout. It is also important to 

remember that other regulations, such as OSHA, use 1000 volts when the term "high voltage" is referenced. Furthermore, OSHA cooperative programs state that for "OVER 1000 VOLTS" electrical burn wounds possess 

special clinical characteristics. In addition, for "OVER 1000 VOLTS" there is a risk of wounds which can lead to amputation. Their distinction is 1000, not 2000 volts.

Abstain 0

Eligible to Vote: 17

Not Returned : 0

Vote Selection Votes Comments

Affirmative 15

Affirmative with Comment 2

Timothy Edwards See attached errata

FR-1239, Section No. 250.186, See FR-1239

FR-7525, Section No. 250.187(B), See FR-7525

FR-1246, Section No. 250.122(F), See FR-1246

FR-1237, Section No. 250.148 [Excluding any Sub-Sections], See FR-1237
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Gary A. Beckstrand The revision is appropriate for the application. The revised text should have further clarified the insulation rating for the neutral cable should be adequate for the maximum line-to-neutral voltage rather than just the 

neutral voltage.

Negative 0

Abstain 0

Eligible to Vote: 17

Not Returned : 0

Vote Selection Votes Comments

Affirmative 9

Affirmative with Comment 1

Charles J. Palmieri The list item now labeled as (4) was previously (3). Should the text not indicate (3 4) its relocation?

Negative 7

Timothy Edwards The Aluminum Association is voting in opposition to FR 1240. The substantiation provided does not provide sufficient justification that increased safety will be achieved by requiring mandatory installation of resistor 

monitoring relays on all resistors used in all over 1000 Volts systems. Installation of such devices is not prohibited by the Code and can be installed by users if considered necessary by the design professional.

Daleep C. Mohla CMP5 should reject this FR 1240. The substantiation provided does not validate mandatory installation of resistor monitoring relays on all resistors used in all over 1000 Volts systems. Installation of such devices is not 

prohibited by the Code and can be used by users if considered necessary. See additional information submitted to NFPA supporting this negative ballot.

G. Scott Harding Insufficient concerns were provided to mandate the additional requirements for resistor monitoring.This is a design consideration that should be left up to the end user.

Joseph Harding I agree with Mr. Mohla's comments on this FR.

Paul Dobrowsky Thousands of impedance-grounded systems have been successfully operated since the 1960s and earlier, without any reports of actual safety problems due to undetected resistor failures. Most users report a very low 

rate of resistor failures. Where failures due to corrosion are a problem, resistors can be specified for a more corrosive environment, or can be installed indoors, or receive more frequent maintenance and inspections. 

Inspections can detect corrosion before an electronic monitor will. Users representing many hundreds of installations report excellent success with these practices. In any case, a system with a failed resistor would 

become ungrounded. Ungrounded systems are not a safety problem and are allowed by the NEC. There is no safety problem verifying de-energization on an impedance-grounded system that in a rare event has become 

ungrounded. Qualified personnel will as a minimum test the voltage of all phases and all ungrounded conductors to ground; NFPA 70E requires that all phase-to-phase voltages be ctested as well. The necessary voltage 

tests are the same for any type of system, including ungrounded and solidly-grounded systems. There is no substantiated safety problem that would support this new requirement.

Nathan Philips The substantiation provided does not validate mandatory installation of resistor monitoring relays on all resistors used in all over 1000 Volts systems. Installation of such devices is not prohibited by the Code and can be 

used by users if considered necessary.

Mike O'Meara CMP5 should reject this. The substantiation provided does not validate mandatory installation of resistor monitoring relays on all resistors used in all over 1000 Volts systems. Installation of such devices is not 

prohibited by the Code and can be used by users if considered necessary. There are thousands of neutral grounding resistors in operation in the Industry for over the last 50 plus years without any reported injury or 

fatality reported due to a failed resistor. Submitter’s assertion of a safety hazard while checking the voltage to ground on ungrounded systems is not correct. This system is only allowed under 250.187 (1) where the 

conditions of maintenance and supervision ensure that only qualified persons service the installation. Qualified persons working on over 600 Volts, and even under 600 Volts, systems are trained to check voltages from 

all phases to ground not just one phase to ground. NFPA 70E 120.1 (5) requires “ Use an adequately rated test instrument to test each phase conductor or circuit part to verify it is de-energized. Test each phase 

conductor or circuit part both phase-to-phase and phase-to-ground. Before and after each test, determine that the test instrument is operating satisfactorily through verification on a known voltage source.” For 

example if the fault is on A phase to ground, Phases B and C to ground will indicate line to line voltage and phase A to phase B& C would indicate phase voltage. Resistors like any other electrical equipment have to be 

maintained properly.

Abstain 0

Eligible to Vote: 17

Not Returned : 0

Vote Selection Votes Comments

Affirmative 12

Affirmative with Comment 2

Timothy Edwards See attached errata

Charles F. Mello The change to 280.1 is correct but the title to the Article also needs to be changed to: Surge Arresters, Over 2000 Volts

Negative 3

Paul Dobrowsky The voltage level should not be increased to 2000 to be consistent with other code making panels actions to have the threshold be 1000. There is no gap in voltage levels in Article 250, it is up to 1000 volts and over 

1000 volts.

Nick Sasso This change is not necessary for consistency with other sections of the code. There is an undercurrent on this panel to replace 1000 volts with "2000 volts." In my opinion, this is arbitrary and being attempted to serve 

some other purpose. Article 490 has a definition of high voltage (more than 1000 volts) therefore it is sensible and practical for Article 250 to remain consistent with the NEC definition in Article 490. The NEC document 

needs to be consistent throughout. It is also important to remember that other regulations, such as OSHA, use 1000 volts when the term "high voltage" is referenced. Furthermore, OSHA cooperative programs state 

that for "OVER 1000 VOLTS" electrical burn wounds possess special clinical characteristics. In addition, for "OVER 1000 VOLTS" there is a risk of wounds which can lead to amputation. Their distinction is 1000, not 2000 

volts.

Mike O'Meara The voltage level should remain at 1000 volts. Making this change to Part X may allow additional items to comply with low voltage requirements without substantiation and may create safety issues. Although the 

change in voltage does not directly impact the grounding requirements in Article 250, it creates inconsistency with other Articles throughout the code, as other CMP’s did not accept these Public Inputs

Abstain 0

Eligible to Vote: 17

Not Returned : 0

Vote Selection Votes Comments

Affirmative 16

FR-1244, Section No. 280.1, See FR-1244

FR-1247, Section No. 280.2, See FR-1247

FR-1240, Section No. 250.187 [Excluding any Sub-Sections], See FR-1240
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Affirmative with Comment 1

Timothy Edwards See attached errata

Negative 0

Abstain 0

Eligible to Vote: 17

Not Returned : 0

Vote Selection Votes Comments

Affirmative 16

Affirmative with Comment 1

Timothy Edwards See attached errata

Negative 0

Abstain 0

Eligible to Vote: 17

Not Returned : 0

Vote Selection Votes Comments

Affirmative 16

Affirmative with Comment 1

Timothy Edwards See attached errata

Negative 0

Abstain 0

Eligible to Vote: 17

Not Returned : 0

Vote Selection Votes Comments

Affirmative 15

Affirmative with Comment 2

Timothy Edwards See attached errata

Charles F. Mello The only change was to the main text. The strike out of the exisitng text for 280.24(A)(1) and 280.24(A)(2) is incorrect. Note in the ballot documetn both section struck out are identified at "(1)".

Negative 0

Abstain 0

Eligible to Vote: 17

Not Returned : 0

Vote Selection Votes Comments

Affirmative 13

Affirmative with Comment 2

Timothy Edwards See attached errata

Charles F. Mello The changes from 1000 Volts to 2000 Volts in 285.1 and 285.3 are correct. The title to the Article was not changed as it should be to: Surge-Protective Devices (SPDs), 2000 Volts or Less

Negative 2

Paul Dobrowsky The voltage level should not be increased to 2000 to be consistent with other code making panels actions to have the threshold be 1000. There is no gap in voltage levels in Article 250, it is up to 1000 volts and over 

1000 volts.

Nick Sasso This change is not necessary for consistency with other sections of the code. There is an undercurrent on this panel to replace 1000 volts with "2000 volts." In my opinion, this is arbitrary and being attempted to serve 

some other purpose. Article 490 has a definition of high voltage (more than 1000 volts) therefore it is sensible and practical for Article 250 to remain consistent with the NEC definition in Article 490. The NEC document 

needs to be consistent throughout. It is also important to remember that other regulations, such as OSHA, use 1000 volts when the term "high voltage" is referenced. Furthermore, OSHA cooperative programs state 

that for "OVER 1000 VOLTS" electrical burn wounds possess special clinical characteristics. In addition, for "OVER 1000 VOLTS" there is a risk of wounds which can lead to amputation. Their distinction is 1000, not 2000 

volts.

Abstain 0

Eligible to Vote: 17

Not Returned : 0

Vote Selection Votes Comments

Affirmative 16

Affirmative with Comment 1

Timothy Edwards See attached errata

Negative 0

Abstain 0

Eligible to Vote: 17

Not Returned : 0

Vote Selection Votes Comments

Affirmative 13

Affirmative with Comment 1

Timothy Edwards See attached errata

FR-1238, Part X., See FR-1238

FR-1248, Section No. 280.12, See FR-1248

FR-1241, Section No. 280.24(A), See FR-1241

FR-1245, Sections 285.1, 285.3, See FR-1245

FR-1243, Section No. 285.5, See FR-1243

FR-1242, Section No. 280.3, See FR-1242
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Negative 3

Paul Dobrowsky The voltage level should not be increased to 2000 to be consistent with other code making panels actions to have the threshold be 1000. There is no gap in voltage levels in Article 250, it is up to 1000 volts and over 

1000 volts.

Nick Sasso This change is not necessary for consistency with other sections of the code. There is an undercurrent on this panel to replace 1000 volts with "2000 volts." In my opinion, this is arbitrary and being attempted to serve 

some other purpose. Article 490 has a definition of high voltage (more than 1000 volts) therefore it is sensible and practical for Article 250 to remain consistent with the NEC definition in Article 490. The NEC document 

needs to be consistent throughout. It is also important to remember that other regulations, such as OSHA, use 1000 volts when the term "high voltage" is referenced. Furthermore, OSHA cooperative programs state 

that for "OVER 1000 VOLTS" electrical burn wounds possess special clinical characteristics. In addition, for "OVER 1000 VOLTS" there is a risk of wounds which can lead to amputation. Their distinction is 1000, not 2000 

volts.

Mike O'Meara The voltage level should remain at 1000 volts. Making this change to Part X may allow additional items to comply with low voltage requirements without substantiation and may create safety issues. Although the 

change in voltage does not directly impact the grounding requirements in Article 250, it creates inconsistency with other Articles throughout the code, as other CMP’s did not accept these Public Inputs

Abstain 0
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